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For Long,
Trouble -Free

Service

...You Can Rely On
MALLORY VIBRATORS!

You get long and trouble -free service from Mallory Vibrators
because of a three-way combination that can't be beat. The
patented tuned mechanism assures slow contact impact, for
minimum wear-high contact pressure, for low resistance-
fast contact break, for reduced arcing and pitting. That's
a Mallory exclusive!

And that's another good reason why more Mallory Vibrators

are used in original equipment than all other makes combined.

When you use Mallory Vibrators for replacement, you are
sure of long life, dependable starting and high output effi-

ciency. See your Mallory distributor now!

More Mallory Vibrators Are Used In Original Equipment Than All Other Makes Combined.

NM.0171)(m111111111.
CAPACITORS  CONTROLS  VIBRATORS  SWITCHES  RESISTORS
 RECTIFIERS  VIBRAPACK* POWER SUPPLIES  FILTERS

*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

APPROVED PRECISION PRODUCTS
47. WV & CO:, inc.., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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Now let this SYLVANIA DEALER
CAMPAIGN boost your business!

The above letter is actual proof of how Sylvania's Service Dealer Cam-
paigns step up sales.

Now the new fall campaign is ready for you. It's tied in with the
advertising your customers will be seeing in the Saturday Evening Post,
Life, Look, Collier's and Radio and Television Best. It's sure-fire, pow-
erful and complete . . . from colorful window and counter displays to
bright, business -pulling postal cards ... even radio spot announcements
and ad mats.

All yours ALL FREE ... you pay only the postage (10 for each card ).
So don't delay, mail the coupon TODAY!

RADIO TUBES; TELEVISION

PICTURE TUBES; ELECTRONIC

PRODUCTS; ELECTRONIC TEST V rSYL NIA
EQUIPMENT; FLUORESCENT
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AD
MATS

Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
Dept. R -1608-A, Emporium, Pa.

Send full details about Sylvania's Fall Adver-
tising Campaign for Radio -TV Service Dealers.

Name

Company

Street

City Zone State
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EDITORIAL
by S. R. COWAN

Korean War's Effect
The Korean conflict is going to change

the radio -TV industry's pattern of progress.
Communications being primary factors in
any war -time effort, we can expect: 1) the
TV "Freeze" to remain in effect longer
than was heretofore anticipated; 2) the
allocation of materials and components,
which naturally will mean a reduced out-
put of radio and TV sets for civilians; 3)
increased manpower shortages, especially
of technicians.

It would appear as though drastic con-
trols are not to be effected at once. For
example, we do not expect to have gasoline
rationed, tubes, test equipment and compo-
nents diverted from civilians to war use
only, etc., as we had during the World
War. Instead, we do visualize that a re-
duced output of receivers will require ex-
istant sets to take much more use and
abuse, and naturally require more main-
tenance work. That the number of TV sets
to be made and sold next year may be
held to reasonable limits is not too bad, for
even now there is not sufficient trained man-
power to install and service what are al-
ready available or in use. All in all, we
in the service profession can view the fu-
ture with great optimism. However, let's not
get any "fancy ideas." Let's not overbuy or
hoard.

Practices Code"
The sponsors of a License Bill, which if

adopted would have affected New York's
radio -TV technicians, undoubtedly acted on
the premise that such regulatory control
would eliminate unscrupulous and/or in-
competent servicemen and thus benefit the
public.

As a matter of fact the great bulk of
public complaint was NOT directed against
the TV service profession per se. Instead,
most complaints were lodged against deal-
ers who had promised the set buyers a high
range of reception that simply can not be
obtained under present conditions in the
Art. Basically the complaints were against
both retailers and manufacturers them-
selves, and only a minute fraction of all
complaints were lodged against service
firms or servicemen for malpractice or in-
competence.

The New York Better Business Bureau
deserves plaudits for having undertaken its
Fair Practices Code project, the pattern
and standards of which could and should
be adopted by all cities in the country. In
this issue our "Trade Flashes" covers the
new BBB Standards thoroughly. See page 4.

Meanwhile, the radio -TV service profes-
sion can relax just a bit in the knowledge
that when the new Fair Practices Code has
had a chance to become operative, that
very fact itself will negate the need of any
License Bill for technicians. In any event,
under no circumstances should a licensing
bill be proposed or considered until BBB
and law enforcement agencies have had an
opportunity to learn how effective the Fair
Practices Code is.

Sanford It. Cowan
EDITOR & PUBLISHER

Samuel L. Marshall
MANAGING EDITOR

COWAN PUBLISHING Corp.
342 MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Vol. II, No. 8
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6"I Told You So," by San D'Arcy
Observations and Predictions of Merit

Servicing FM Detector Systems, by Matthew Mandl 15

Two basic systems of FM detection are analyzed with test and
servicing techniques recommended.

Theory & Practice of Video Detector Circuits, by
Henry A. Schwartz 18

Progressive phase changes of the signal through its various
circuits are traced and a practical description as to how defective
components would affect the signal's course is given.

Horizontal A.F.C. Circuits, Part 2, by Walter H. Buchsbaum 21

Describing the operation, adjustment and possible sources of
failure in the Synchrolock system of A.F.C. and the Phase Detector
system, both being the circuit types employed in most TV receivers.

High Quality Analyses Series, No. 5, by C. A. Tuthill 23

A thorough discussion of the circuitry and operation of another
High Quality Tuner in this popular series. Truly amazing are the
complex circuit innovations, combinations and components that
go to make up a receiver of this type.

Cycle Inventory Control, by Henry Hutchins 27

We have at last found an inventory control method suitable for
small or average -sized Service Dealers and Service Organizations.
Simple to install and easy to maintain-here's an outline of it.
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Be Sure of Your Installations
Get the
RG/U TRANSMISSION LINE CABLES

APTITUDE RATING No. 82366
Frequency

(Mc)

100.

Attenuation
per 100 ft

2.65
200. 3.85
300. 4.80
400. 5.60

APTITUDE RATING No. 8237
Frequency

(Mc)

100.

Attenuation
per 100 ft

2.10
200. 3.30
300. 4.10
400. 4.50

RG-11 /U

APTITUDE RATING No. 8238
Frequency

(Mc)

100.

Attenuation
per 100 ft

1.90
200. 2.85
300. 3.60
400. 4.35

RG-54A/U

APTITUDE RATING No. 8239
Frequency

(Mc)

100.

Attenuation
per 100 ft

2.90
200. 4.20
300. 5.50
400. 6.70

APTITUDE RATING No.8241
Frequency Attenuation5:

(Mc) per 100 ft

3.75
200.
100.

5.60
300. 7.10
400.

30For use with televisi80.nan-
tenna.

You know
-what you

are doing when

you use Belden
RGI Transmission

Line Cables-theyre
aptitude

rated.

They are designed
from the

start to

provide
desirable

electrical
character

istics, and riOd.

manufacturing control

assures
constant,

unwavering
quality.

You Can safel-y
put Belden

Vire to

work
for you,

and know
fOT SUTC110Vi

it will perform.
You can know,

too,

that it will have
the starairla

to stay

loyally
on the job for years.

For

trouble free
installations,

specify

Belden Radio
Wires.

Company

Belden
Manufacturing

40 9lasi Von Buren Street

Chicago
44, Illinois

The
afireaede-Yeared LINE

Attenuation
(Mc) per 100 ft
100. 4.10
200. 6.20
300. e.00
400. 9.50
For use with radio frequency

transmission, video, test equip-
ment, and pulse trarsmission.

APTITUDE RATING No. 82400
Frequency
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SPRAGUE

TV
dry electrolytic

is processed

FOR

111(85° C.)

r
Sprague leads again with

the larggiat, most complete
line of replacement elec-
trolytic capacitors for tele-
vision receivers. Each type
is engineered especially for
tough video applications
and will stand up under the
high temperatures, high
ripple currents and high
voltage surges encountered
in TV equipment. Every
Sprague TV capacitor rated
at 450 d -c working voltage
or less has been processed for
185°F. (85°C.) operation.
Send postcard for special
TV Bulletin.

L_

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO.
71 AILARSHALL STREET

NORTH ADAMS  MASS.

TRADE
FLASHES

A "press -time- digest of production,
distribution & merchandising activities

Better Business Bureau of N. Y.

Sets Standards Under- Title of:

"VOLUNTARY FAIR PRACTICES CODE"

The Better Business Bureau "Volun-
tary Fair Practices Code" recently
adopted by leading manufacturers, dis-
tributors, dealers and service com-
panies in the Metropolitan New York
area to protect the public against de-
ception in the advertising, selling and
servicing of radio and television re-
ceivers went into effect July 15th, 1950.

The Bureau alerted advertising me-
dia and individual advertisers regarding

- certain practices which had been al-
lowed but would henceforth be in viola.-
tion of the new Code. These include
misleading or incomplete statements
pertaining such matters as free
trials, home demonstrations, exagger-
ated savings, trade-in allowances, per-
formance claims, guarantees, the num-
ber of tubes, etc.

New York's Better Business Bureau
has printed and makes available a com-
plete brochure titled: "Standards for
Advertising & Selling of Radios, Tele-
vision Receivers, Television See &
Home Appliances" which every Service
Dealer and Service Organization should
obtain copies of. For brevity's sake we
are reprinting with the Bureau's per-
mission a digest form of the Standard's
Part I and Part II. However, as Part
III pertains solely to Service, we re-
print that portion in full.

THE NEW "STANDARDS"

Part I and II -For Retailers Only

(merely a digest is given)
The new standards require the fol-

lowing:
1. All trial offers must clearly state

the time limitation involved. "Free
trial" offers must be used to mean only
that there is no obligation on the part
of the customers; that such merchan-
dise may be obtained without cost, de-
posit or other purchase; and that it
may be returned within the specified
time without cost or other obligation
to the customer. If other than a "free
trial" offer is made, the conditions of
the offer should be plainly stated.

2. A home demonstration in which a
radio or television set or a home ap-
pliance is not left in the home for trial

oses, should not be described as a
"MLA ffer."

3:- Former prices or so-called list
prices which are fictitious are not to
be used in offering receivers and ap-
pliances to the public. No statement or
implication should be made that the
price of a set or appliance, part or ac-
cessory has been reduced, or has been
reduced a certain amount, when in fact
the price reduction is fictitious, or is
otherwise misleading or deceptive.

4.- 'Any trade-in allowance must be
an amount deducted from the adver-
tiser's current selling price of the of-
fered merchandise when sold without a
trade-in, and must be stated in clear,
unmistakable terms.

5. No representations or claims
should be made which are not fully
justified by actual performances of the
set in the locality in which it is adver-
tised, offered or sold.

No representations or claims should
be made which deceptively conceal de-
fects or deficiencies inherent in the set
or in the current state of the art to
which the receiving set is subject, but
whichare unknown to the buying
public.

6. The word "guarantee", if used,
must be fully explained. If an adver-
tisement refers to a guarantee or war-
ranty, its exact terms and duration
must be stated in readable type.

There should be no statement or im-
plication in a heading or caption that
a guarantee is greater than it actually
is.

7. No advertising should represent
or imply that any radio or television set
contains a certain number of tubes or
is of a certain tube capacity when one
or more such tubes in the set are dum-
my or fake tubes, or do not perform, or
were not placed in the set to perform
the recognized, customary function of
a receiving set tube in the detection,
amplification or reception of radio sig-

[Continued on page 8]
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THE
'LAZI-I". . RADIART

engineered

for peak performance,
making

them the

most
everywhere!

An all -channel

popular
array .

the new UNIVERSAL

bracket that permits any desired ar-

rangement
of the elements.

THE RADIART

Nacfoffle
Just a few months old in the field ... but gaining
in popularity - zooming to the top in sales!
Feature for feature it can't be beat! Most
powerful ... unusually rugged ...and built to
last and perform in a trouble -free manner. Availa-
ble with the "Perfect Pattern" dial control cabi-
net with illuminated dial that gives instant indi-
cation of antenna position.

YOU CAN'T BEAT A RADIART ANTENNA
ON A TELE-ROTOR ... IT'S TOPS!

IT'S RIGHT WHEN IT'S RADIART

THE
"$UPER-YEE". .

. the newest

development
in TV antennas.

Extra

high gain . . sharp
directivity .  

and all channel reception.
Availa-

ble in single and double
stocked

PRE-

arrays.ComPletely
ASSEMBLED

with FAST fol
n for

foldout desig

speedy installations.

Available in the following models:
 TR -1 ... rotator and Control Unit with

end of rotation light (uses 4 wire Coble)

$37.45
 TR-2 ... Compass Control Rotator with

illuminated "Perfect Pattern" dial tt,ses
8 wire Cable $44.95

THE RAWARTCORPORATION

 ROTATORS

CLEVELAND 2, OHIO ED
 VIBRATORS  AUTO AERIALS

 TV ANTENNAS a POWER SUPPLIES
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"Only three minutes on the job and this

Antenna is fully as-

Amphenol INLINE the
sembled and going up ladder!

I save hours of installation time with

.Amphenol
Quick -up antennas, an

more important, because of the sturdy,

durable construction of AMPHENOL

antennas, I know I won't be called back

to make repairs.
For quick, easy handling-and

above

all, durability,there's
_nothing

like the

Amphenol INLINE Antenna.

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION
1830 SO. 54TH AVENUE  CHICAGO 50, ILLINOIS

I TOLD YOU SO
by San D'Ariry

Government Buying. During the early part of this year
U.S. Government agencies started to place orders of im-
pressive size for all types of radio -communications equip-
ment. By July 1st probably more than $500 million worth
of parts and equipment was actually on order and in
work. Despite this Government purchasing civilian pro-
duction was not noticeably affected because our industry's
manufacturing capacity had grown so large it could ab-
sorb the extra volume. However, since the Korean con-
flict arose, it now becomes apparent that our Government
will expend additional sums on radio -communications
equipment this year, and for several years to come. It is
estimated that another half -billion dollars worth of equip-
ment will be ordered for production during the last half
of 1950 making Government radio expenditures exceed
a billion dollars for the year 1950. Civilian production
of radios and television sets now must be cut into but to
what extent is not known just yet. We venture the guess
that it will not be to any extent that will upset the industry
as a whole. At least, despite what one reads in the papers,
we do not foresee for the immediate future any need for
extensive Government control of consumer durable goods.

Decca Adds 45. The recent announcement by Decca that
they and their subsidiaries will henceforth produce all
releases in 45 rpm speeds as well as in 33 1/3 and 78 is
far-reaching indeed because of Decca's top-ranking sales
position in the field. I f recording "experts" are upheld
in their present-day contention that the slower speed
records have inherent advantages not found in the 78 rpm
types, it would seem that 78 is already obsolete, except

\from a technological point of view. So, it is our opinion
that while 78 rpm records may still be produced for an-
other decade or two, eventually they will fade into total
oblivion.

FM's Second Chance. Many people believe Frequency
Modulation broadcasting has passed its zenith and from
now on must decline. (If the profit and loss records of
this country's 111 FM stations for 1949 is a criterion,
those who believe FM is dying are quite correct, for not
a single FM station showed a profit last year . . . and
who willingly supports losing ventures forever? ). One
New York newspaper, The Times, has long operated FM
station WQXR. A recent editorial in the Times is interest-
ing because it states that WQXR is convinced that FM
stations can operate profitably (and serve their audiences
too, which is a basic FCC requirement for the ownership
of a transmitting license). The Times editorial writer
contends that experiments prove that the listening public
accepts FM readily provided the programs are not simul-
casts with either AM or TV broadcasts. In the Rural
Radio Network area of 1\1w York State, Connecticut, and
Pennsylvania which WQXR and its affiliates serves, and
which is rapidly being expanded, FM receivers are being
sold in larger quantities than ever before. That's a sure
sign that WQXR is on the right track, and we wish them
every success because we, too, feel that FM should be
permitted to survive and thrive.

RADIO SERVICE DEALER AUGUST, 1950



"MEET
MY
ACE

SALESMAN!"

-THE G -E monogram on the tubes I stock and install-
that's Reason No. 1 why I'm doing more business than

ever before!" Plenty of radio -TV servicemen are saying this.
It pays to handle a winner; public preference for General
Electric puts real money in servicemen's pockets, will profit
you and accent your reputation for first-class repair -work and
quality tubes and parts.. . . Reason No. 2 why you'll do
more business, is General Electric tube promotion aids!
Help to you from G -E headquarters never stops. Stunning
new signs and displays; advertising items that crackle
and spark; a host of useful serviceman's aids; a continuous
flow of up-to-date TV repair tips in Techni-Talk Magazine-
these become dollars -and -cents sales figures. Ask your
distributor today for the full G -E -tube success story!
Electronics Dept., General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

oet cagi w peA coylience

GENERAL

ONE SOURCE FOR ALL

YOUR TUBE REQUIREMENTS

-metal and glass tubes; minia-
tures; TV picture tubes in a wide
range of sizes and types; also
germanium diodes and selenium
rectifiers. General Electric's line
is complete! G.E.'s list of types
includes newest tube designs for
new radio -TV receivers!... Stock
G -E 100 -per cent, to simplify or-
dering-benefit from unit deliv-
eries-profit from General Electric
tube quality and popularity!

ELECTRIC
1131-J11.

RADIO SERVICE DEALER AUGUST, 1950
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Now all ASTATIC
cartridges come

in these RUGGED,
TRANSPARENT

PLASTIC BOXES

HERE'S no mistaking
which Astatic Cartridge is in
this bin. You can see and
identify the cartridge through
the clear, transparent plastic.
And there is also an identify-
ing label at each end of the
box. Nothing could be more
convenient -a real time and
mistake saver. Note the uni-
form size of boxes, regardless
of cartridge size.

t1
HE lid comes off the

large way, to make the car-
tridge easier to get at in the
new Astatic box. The thick-
ness of plastic is apparent in
this view, which assures a
rugged container that won't
collapse, tear or gap open.
Cartridges are kept safer and
cleaner

'LEARLY visible through the
bottom is a list of the cartridges which
the one inside the box replaces. An-

other convenience to save time and
increase efficiency.

F HE uniform size and
straight, rigid sides of the
new plastic boxes make it

easy to keep them on shelves
in neat, orderly stacks that
won't topple.

ORPORATION
CONNEAUT, OHIO

IN CANADA CANADIAN ASIATIC LTD, TORONTO, ONTARIO

TRADE FLASHES
[from page 4]

nals. For example, Rectifier tubes
rhouid not be included in the tube
count.

8. Claims for efficiency of indoor
and outdoor or roof antennae should
be made with due consideration for the
type of radio or television set to be
operated, distance from transmitters,
location of antennae, etc. False or mis-
leading representations should not be
made that antennae or aerial elimina-
tors will improve selectivity or tone,
remove electrical dif t irbances, give
volume and distance equal to outdoor
aerials, remove danger of lightning,
storms and short circuits. Statements
or imp:ications that "no aerial" or "no
roof antennae" is necessary should not
be made unless any limitations of such
claims are made clear.

9. When any reference is made to
the picture size of a television re-
ceiver, the diameter of a circular pic-
ture tube, or the longest dimension of
a rectangular surface tube should be
given, except that where a projection
system is used it is necessary only to
prominently mention this fact. Picture
tube size should not be confused with
picture size. Any enlarging device that
is sold as part of a set or as a per-
manent attachment to a picture tube
should be prominently identified by a
caption and in any illustration, and the
enlarged size should not be mentioned
without, or more prominently displayed
than, the proper description of the size
of the tube itself. A device that en-
larges part of a picture shall not be so
described or illustrated as to imply that
the whole picture or screen size can or
will be made larger.

PART II
APPLIES TO SERVICE

(reprinted in full from
BBB "Standnrds")

1. Service Offered
No statement or implication shall be

made in an advertisement or otherwise
that the service offered is greater or
other than is actually included in the
contract to be sold to the customer.
2. Explanation of "Service"

The word "service," or words of simi-
lar meaning shall be construed to in-
clude inspection, any adjustment of sets
and replacement of all parts necessi-
tated by normal usage, at no extra
charge above the advertised and/or
service contract charge. If such com-
plete service is not included in the con-
tract itself, what is offered shall be
clearly and specifically described. If a
contract is advertised or offered which
does not include replacement of parts,
a specific statement shall be made that
parts are not included or that an extra
charge will be made for parts replace-
ment. If inspection and adjustment of
existing antennae are not included, this
shall be stated.
3. Prices

Advertised or offered prices shall in-
clude complete servicing of set, existing

8
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Note these
outstanding features!

1. 8 chrome -plated steel intexchangeable
sockets, 3/16" to 7/16"
2. Either clockwise or counter -clockwise
ratchet action ... finger-tip selector
3. Convenient 4 -inch socket extension for
hard -to -reach screws and nuts

4. Incorporates offset screwdriver with 2 -
way ratchet action
5. 334", easy -to -hold handle, convenient
for tight spots
6. Good-looking, plastic case . . . pocket-
size

Or

00 Sylvania receiving tubes

3 Sylvania picture tubes

Your Sylvania Distributor is giving away this new
Socket Wrench Kit free with every purchase of
either 100 Sylvania Receiving Tubes OR 3 Sylvania
Picture Tubes. This offer begins August 1st and is
good for a limited time only!
You'll find this new kit an indispensable aid in your
work ... gives you 8 different size sockets in one box
...fits easily in your pocket. Exclusive with Sylvania,
this kit is valued at $3.25 . . . but will not be sold
anywhere for any price during this special offer. Get
your kit without delay !

Remember-This Socket Wrench Kit is not for sale
-it's free! Take advantage of this wonderful oppor-
tunity while the limited offer lasts! Inquire at your
Sylvania distributor's today.

SYLVANIANrELECTRIC
RADIO TUBES TELEVISION PICTURE TUBES; ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS; ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT; FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, SIGN TUBING, WIRING DEVICES; LIGHT BULBS; PHOTOLAMPS; TELEVISION SETS

RAM SERVICE DEALER AUGUST, 1950 9



WE MAKE LOUDSPEAKERS
... not apologies!

If you could see the way we make RACON Paging and Talk -Back
Speakers-as so many sound men do, at our invitation-you'd know
why they return for more RACON Speakers . . why they don't come back
with complaints-or we with excuses.

POWER Only RACON Paging Speakers-no other-have continuous power
capacities of 20 watts (peak 35 watts) and 10 watts (peak 15 watts).
The proof of their ability to take punishment is that they are guaranteed
for 18 months.
Does your loudspeaker line have this?

DESIGN Every part of a RACON Paging Speaker is exponentially flared. Why?
Because an exponential flare is the most efficient method of coupling a diaphragm
to the moving air. More costly for us, of course-but it results in greater
sound output and better low frequency response.
Does your loudspeaker line have this?

CONSTRUCTION The response of a RACON Paging Speaker is smooth, clean
and free from vibration and resonant peaks. This is primarily due to the fact
that, in place of the usual thin tin tone arm, RACON uses a 1/4 " wall
aluminum casting for the tone arm.
Does your loudspeaker line have this?

IMPEDANCE Every RACON Paging Speaker is available in 8, 15 or 45 ohms-
at the same price.
Does your loudspeaker line have this?

MOUNTING RACON mourkting brackets are designed for life. Instead of zinc or
thin sheet metal brackets which give way under vibration, only husky
rib -reinforced aluminum castings are employed.
Does your loudspeaker line have this?

VOICE COIL Aluminum -wound voice coils are usually associated with the
most expensive types of loudspeakers. Yet in RACON Paging Speakers they are
standard-to provide greater efficiency and better response characteristics.
Does your loudspeaker line have this?

PRICE The price tag on RACON Paging Speakers might be a little higher. Why?
Because of the extra care and quality we put into every speaker. The price
reflects honest engineering, skilled craftsmanship and top performance ...
these are constant, and so are the prices. We like to say, "RACON Paging
Speakers are always for sale-never on sale."
Does your loudspeaker line have this?

Model RE -15 (20 watts; 8, 15 or 45 ohms)
Model MN -15B (20 watts; 8, 15 or 45 ohms)
Model RE -12 (10 watts; 8, 15 or 45 ohms)

The proof

$34 00
$34 00
$26 00

of all these facts is in putting RACON Paging Speakers to work
for yourself. Connect one to an amplifier and give it the roughest, toughest test
you want. You'll be coming back-not to complain-but for more.

Sound
Equipment

Manufacturers

& mmmmmm moan 

ACOUSTICAL EXCELLENCE

In Canada: Dominion Sound Equipments Limited, Montreal, One

52 East 19 St.
New York 3,

N. Y.

antenna, and all working parts therof,
unless clearly and conspicuously de-
scribed otherwise. There shall be no
implication that a featured or quoted
price includes more than it actually
does.
4. Price Applied to Size

If the cost of a service depends on
the size of a set (picture tube size), the
exact price of a particular size shall
be clearly indicated when prices are
quoted in an advertisement.
5. Price Applied to Duration

When prices are advertised or quoted,
the exact duration of the contract to
which they apply shall be given.
6. Extended Payments

When extended payments are avail-
able, and any terms of such payments
are actually quoted in an advertise-
ment, such quoted terms shall be so ex-
pressed as to avoid any confusion as
to the full amount to be paid or the
number of payments to be made.
7. Advance Information

Service companies shall furnish to
advertising media to which copy is sub-
mitted, and to prospective customers,
on request, adequate information as to
coverage of offered contracts, and the
extent of the protection offered to
customers (i.e., whether through an
escrow account or a bond, in which
case the bank or bonding company shall
be identified, and whether the replace-
ment of parts, when required by Insur-
ance Laws, is covered by an insurance
policy, identifying the insurance com-
pany). If requested in advance, service
companies shall make available to cus-
tomers and to advertising media exact
sample copies of the service contracts
offered.
8. Make

Service companies which are pre-
pared to service only certain makes
and models shall not imply that they
service others.
9. Extra Charges

If any extra charges may be made in
some circumstances for inspection, for
adjustment of any kind, or for neces-
sary replacement of any parts, includ-
ing the picture tube and existing an-
tenna, above the advertised or quoted
price of a service contract, in order to
-obtain an offered contract or during
the lifetime of the contract, this fact
shall be made entirely clear in any ad-
vertisements and/or in advance to all
prospective customers. This shall not
be interpreted to include extra costs
due to other than normal usage or to
outside causes, such as fire, presuming
that these exceptions are adequately
covered in the contract itself. In all
cases, however, extra charges shall be
made known to the customer prior to
the acceptance of the contract or any
payment therefor.
10. Speed of Service

No unqualified statement as to the
speed of service to be expected shall be
made. If a term such as "Service with-
in 24 hours" is used, a customer should
expect to get exactly that, a complete
adjustment, in all circumstances, on
any day of the week, and without extra,
cost, A term such as "24 hour service,"
unexplained, shall not be used, since it
can mean either service within 24 hours
or immediate service during the whole
24 hours of the day. Example of correct
usage, when invariably capable of ful-
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Sentinel

STROMBERG-
CARLSON
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BUY WISE ...
BUY THE ORIGINALS ..

BUrHYTRON
TV FIRSTS

BENDIX

6BQ6
GT

PHI LCO

hallicrafters

6BQ6
GT

Ruffin a n

CROSLEY

Aduta
/1017

Ask for th original Hytron TV firsts: Hytron 1X2 compact,
high -voltage TV rectifier. Hytron 6BQ6GT, 251306GT extra -

performance deflection amplifiers. Hytron 6U4GT high-perveance
damping diode. Hytron 12BH7 twin -triode sweep amplifier with superior efficiency.

Hytron 16RP4 original rectangular TV picture tube.

MAIN OFFICE: SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS

6BQ6
GT

liner.con

Magnavox
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fillment: "Service calls within 24 hours,
during usual working hours."
11. "Free" Offers

The terms "Free' or "Gratis" or simi-
lar expressions must not be used when
the offer of an article is dependent
upon the purchase of other merchan-
dise or services. The expression "in-
cluded with" is acceptable.
12. Advanced Replacements

No advertisement shall offer advance
replacement of parts as an inducement
to sign a service contract, unless the
replacement of necessary parts is in-
cluded in the contract itself (or such
replacement is covered by an insurance
policy when required), or unless the
advertisement states that such parts re-
placement is not included in the con-
tract.
13 Kind of Replacements

All replacement shall be made with
parts of equal value and equal perform-
ance capability to the parts replaced,
except with the advance knowledge
and consent of the customer. It is the
intent of this standard that cheap or
inferior or second-hand substitutions
shall not be made.
14. Choice of Service

In the selling of installation and ser-
vice contracts in connection with the
sale of new sets, the seller shall not
state or imply that the only service ob-
tainable is his own or that of a service
company designated by him, when in
fact service may also be obtained on
the offered set from the manufacturer
therof or from a service company the
customer may select.
15. Conversions

Any concern advertising or offering
conversions from a smaller to a larger
picture tube shall be prepared to as-
sume full responsibility for the per-
formance of the converted set as re-
lating to the new size, and for the pos-
sible abrogation of any existing service
contract by such conversion, and shall
inform customers in advance that it
will be responsible therefor.

PART III

PUBLIC EDUCATIONAL PLAN

The final phase of the BBB television
standardization drive basically consists
of an educational program for the pub-
lic and has as a feature a most ingen-
ious booklet which must be seen to be
appreciated, it is that fine. Were these
booklets available from the inception
of TV the public would not have per-
mitted unscrupulous retailers or manu-
facturers to "get away with" the mis-
representation that has been so ram-
pant. This booklet explains clearly just
how much to expect from any TV set
in the way of performance-what
should be incorporated in service "con-
tracts"-what a TV set buyer should
not expect from the service contractor,
etc. As stated before, the booklet is
fine. The Better Business Bureau is of-
fering the booklets to all dealers and
service companies at cost for free dis-
tribution to the public. However for
only ten cents, which covers cost of
mailing, the Bureau will send copies to
anyone.

Finally, it has been made clear by the
executives that head up the BBB that
although that agency is not a law en-
forcement body they intend to see to
it that the Standards set up as the Fair

[Continued on page 29]
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Molded Pape' Tubular Dry Electrolytic

'Mee 7%ree ilewer
sr.* apaerht,*

pral/ems

SANGAMO'S TV TRIO
Tops for original equipment - Tops for replacement needs
Sangamo offers three top television capacitors that you can use with con-
fidence. You'll like these tested, proved performers for their quality, their
small size and their stability.
The REDSKIN is a plastic molded paper tubular that.'is easy to work
with-on production line or on the bench-because its strong, tough casing
stands rough handling and the flexible leads can't pull out! It gives long
life at 85° operation.
The CHIEFTAIN is a dry electrolytic that fits anywhere! Tiny, but dur-
able, it is ideal for application in tight spots beneath a chassis. Base tinned-
copper wire_ leads make it easy to mount. Maintains uniform capacity
when subjected to heat and high ripple currents.
The SIOUX is a 6,000 volt paper television capacitor with a new standard
of permanence. Designed to withstand continuous operation at 85° C, it
is mineral oil impregnated to provide longer life and more stable perform-
ance over a wide range of operating temperatures.
See your Jobber ... if he can't supply you, write us.

Vow aiou4aitce

SANGAMO ride

r
PAPERMICASILVERELECTROLYTIC

CAPACITORS

totes
6000v TV Tubular

Vfae.e.d Relletotaeece

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

IN CANADA: SANGAMO COMPANY LIMITED, LEASIDE, ONTARIO
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ALL RANGES WITH THIS
Just one knob-extra large-easy to turn-flush with the panel,

controls all ranges. This one knob saves your time-
minimizes the chances of "burn -outs" because you don't

have to remember to set another control. You can
work fast with Model 630 with your eyes as well as your

hands. Look at that scale-wide open-easy to read,
accurately. Yes, this is a smooth TV tester. Fast, safe, no

projecting knobs, or jacks, or meter case. Get your
hand on that single control and you'll see

why thousands of "Model 630's" are already in use in
almost every kind of electrical testing

ONLY $37.50 AT YOUR DISTRIBUTOR
In Canada: Triplett Instruments of Canada, Georgetown, Ontario

ONE CONTROL
Model
630

FOR THE MAN WHO TAKES PRIDE IN HIS WORK

Triplett
TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY  BLUFFTON. OHIO. U S A
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Svinicing

FM DETECTOR
120/A

WRILE there are relatively few
tubes used in the detector

systems of frequency modulation re-
ceivers, the complexity of the circuits
involved contribute to many of the
troubles encountered in the sound sec-
tions. This, of course, also holds true
for the FM detection stages of tele-
vision receivers, and the types of
trouble indications which are usually
encountered are as follows:

1. Total absence of sound from the
speaker

2. Sound output very weak
3. Sound output distorted
4. Noise and static
.5. Excessive high frequency re-

sponse-high frequency hiss
Inasmuch as some of these troubles

may be due to faults in the i-f or au-
dio amplifier stages, the technician
must resort to special checks in order
to find whether these, or the detector
circuits are causing the poor recep-
tion. Servicing procedures for detector
stages differ somewhat from those
which would be employed in i-f or
audio amplifiers and a basic under-
standing of the detector and its as-
sociated circuits will help in fully
utilizing such techniques.

The majority of FM receivers and
television sets on the market today
use two basic FM detection systems.
One of these is the discriminator and
the other the ratio detector; each of
which differs from the other in cir-
cuit make-up and the manner in
which detection is accomplished.

The discriminator will detect AM
as well as FM signals, and for this
reason a "limiter" stage is always used
before the discriminator so that static
and other AM type noise pulses are
clipped off. The ratio detector, on the
other hand, needs no limiter, for it
responds only to frequency modula-
tion signals. Both circuits employ "de -

by MATTHEW MAN DL

In this article the two basic systems of FM detection

are discussed. In addition many valuable servicing pro-

cedures are pointed out with specific methods of test-

ing. which should appeal to many service technicians.

LAST I.F.
AMP.

+B

RATIO
DETECTOR

DE -EMPHASIS
NETWORK

1st. AUDIO
AMR

5

VOL. CONT ROL

+B

Fig. I. Typical ratio detector circuit.

emphasis" networks, because in FM
transmission the higher audio frequen-
cies are "pre -emphasized" in order to
increase the signal to noise ratio. This
boosting of the high audio frequencies
at the transmitting station means that
they would have to be diminished at
the receiver or excessive high frequen-
cy response will result. Without de -
emphasis all high frequency sounds
are louder than normal, and such
sharp sounds as an "S" in a word
would have an over -hang or trailing
sound.
Ratio Detector Trouble

A typical ratio detector circuit is
shown in Figure 1 and this differs

from the discriminator because the
input is applied to a plate and cathode
instead of two plates like the discrim-
inator. Coupling between the last i-f
amplifier to the detector is by mutual
coupling between primary and second-
ary, with an additional coil from the
center -tap of the secondary coupled
to the primary also. This establishes
the proper voltage reference level for
detector function. This center -tap
voltage could also be procured by use
of a coupling capacitor as shown for
the discriminator circuit in Fig. 2.
The capacity 05 with R3 suppress am-
plitude modulation pulses by setting
up a long time constant. In this man -
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IT
MP

+B

LIMITER
( 6AU6 or
6SJ7 etc.)

+B

DISCRIMINATOR
( 6AL5 or
6H6 etc.)

DE -EMPHASIS
NETWORK

AUDI)
AMP

VOL.
CONT.

Fig. 2. The Limiter -Discriminator system of FM detection.

ner static, or other AM short dura-
tion signals are absorbed by the capac-
itor -resistor network and cannot build
up to sufficient amplitude to be proper-
ly detected.

Thus, if static or noise pulses devel-
op in the sound system, C5 and R3
should be checked for an open circuit,
or for a change in values. C5 is usual-
ly a large capacity affair of 2 to 4
/if or more, with low voltage rating.
Inasmuch as there are no power sup-
ply voltages involved there will be no
break -down troubles. The only troubles
encountered here are changes in val-
ues or open circuits due to faulty sol-
dering work.

R2 and C6 comprise the de -emphasis
network previously mentioned. Here,
again, little trouble is usually encoun-
tered because signal voltages and not
power supply voltages are present.
With receivers having poor sub-clfas-
sis ventilation, however, capacitors
with low voltages across them some-
times give as much troubles as those
with high B voltages, due to the ex-
cessive heat melting the wax sealed
ends and weakening the condenser
structure. An open C6 will result in
loss of de -emphasis and a pronounced
accenting of high frequencies will re-
sult.

Low output may be due to an im-
properly tuned system and aligning
should be checked if all other circuit
components (including tubes) prove
in good condition. The type of tube
usually encountered is the twin diode
type such as the 6H6 or the 6AL5.
If considerable differences exist be-
tween the two diodes in their emis-
sion, the severe unbalance will cause
distortion as well as somewhat de-
creased output. The twin diode should
be checked on a tube tester which
shows the emission characteristics of
each diode section. Distortion may al-
so arise because of a leaky coupling

capacitor (C8) and this should be re-
placed if the leakage resistance as
read on a VTVM ohmmeter scale
shows less than 500 megohms.

R4 and C7 comprise the bass com-
pensation network and when a new
volume control is needed one should
be used which has the tap at the
proper resistance value. This circuit
acts like a slight bass boost at low
volume settings of the control.

The capacitor C2 has a relatively
high plate voltage across it and fail-
ure of this capacitor will overheat or
open R1 due to excessive
This will make the audio section in-
operative inasmuch as the i-f amplifier
will receive no plate voltage. A dead
stage may also result from an open
C8, or an open circuit in any of the
signal carrying wires and components.
The dead stage can be localized easily
by applying a signal generator be-
tween test point (1) in Fig. 1 and
ground. Set the signal generator at
the i-f frequency and use either AM
or FM of the signal generator. A vac-
uum tube voltmeter replaced across
points (2) and (3) will give a voltage
reading if there is no open transform-
er or defective tube or other compo-
nent.

If the signal appears across points
(2) and (3) but no sound comes
from the loudspeaker, earphones can
be placed across terminal (4) and
ground. If the signal generator is fre-
quency modulated the audio (usually
400 cps with most generators) will be
heard across the volume control. If
the signal generator is not provided
with FM, regular AM can be used and
C5 removed from the circuit by open-
ing one lead. This will allow the am-
plitude modulated signal from the
generator to be audible across R5 and
will serve as a signal tracing check.
If the sound is still present across R6
by using earphones at this test point

(5) the trouble would lie in the audio
amplifiers or loudspeaker.

Limiter Discriminator Troubles

A typical circuit of a limiter -dis-
criminator type of detection system is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The function of
the limiter is to clip off from the in-
coming frequency modulated signal
all variations in amplitude. In order
to accomplish this the tube is run
with low electrode voltages and has a
sharp cut-off characteristic. For this
reason tubes such as the 6SJ7 or
6AU6 type will be encountered.

In order to have the bias auto-
matically set at the proper level for
clipping, grid -leak bias is employed,
the capacitor Cl charging up when the
grid runs positive and holding this
charge until the next cycle of the sig-
nal comes along. The capacitor sets
a voltage across the grid leak (R1)
with a polarity as shown, thus apply-
ing a negative bias to the grid of the
limiter. This action is similar to recti-
fication, for the grid goes positive for
each plus alternation of the incoming
signal and d.c. flows in the grid cir-
cuit. This fact is of considerable aid
to the technician during trouble shoot-
ing and aligning procedures, for this
d.c. will increase with an increase in
signal level, or will be absent in the
absence of an incoming signal.

In the absence of sound output the
point marked "x" below R1 can be
opened and a d -c milliammeter insert-
ed. If grid current flows at this point
when a station is tuned in, it indicates
that the signal is arriving at the limit-
er and the trouble would lie beyond
this stage. (In the absence of a sta-
tion on the air a signal generator can
be applied to the grid of the mixer
tube or one of the i-f amplifier grids.)
This method of signal indication can
also be used when aligning the i-f
stages, for as the stages are brought
to peak performance, greater current
flows through the grid circuit.

Sometimes the grid leak is placed
at the grid as shown in "A" of Fig.
3. The circuit function is still the
same and the milliammeter can be
inserted as indicated. A voltmeter
(VTVM) can be placed directly across
the grid leak in order to read the rec-
tified d.c., but this practice upsets the
limiter action due to the loading ef-
fect. A better method is to insert an
extra resistor in the grid circuit as
shown in C, and this will prove more
effective than that as shown at "B" in
Fig. 3. The added resistor can be any-
where from 5,000 ohms to 20,000, de-
pending on the value of the grid leak.
For grid leak values up to 500K, the
larger resistor should be inserted for
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resting purposes. The .002 Af capacitor
is placed across the VTVM to keep
the r -f signals out of the voltmeter.

If the voltage dropping resistors of
the limiter (R2 and R3 of Fig. 2)
change in value so that plate voltage
rises, limiter action will be affected.
This also holds true for at change in
tube characteristics as well as insuf-
ficient signal input. If signal input is
low due to poor i-f alignment or im-
proper tracing of r -f stages, the lim-
iter will not be run at plate saturation
and this stage will act as an amplifier
instead of a limiter. This means that
AM will ride through with FM, and
the added amplification will increase
tube noises. All this results in a pro-
nounced hissing sound and high noise
level.

It must be remembered, however,
that this is a common occurance when
tuning an FM receiver between sta-
tions and is normal unless special
squelch circuits are employed to elim-
inate inter -station noises.

The discriminator shown in Fig. 2
is conventional in circuit layout but
some variations will be encountered in
practice. The coupling method limiter
and discriminator may be of the type
shown in Fig. 1 between the last i-f
and the ratio detector, where an extra
coil is used instead of C4 in Fig. 2.
Either coupling system works well
with both types of detectors and man-
ufacturers use the one most suited
for their particular circuit set-up.

The discriminator plates are fed by
the secondary of the coupling trans-
former, and at center frequency of the
FM signal zero voltage exists across
the two 100K resistors shown in Fig.
2. Close inspection of this circuit in-
dicates that these two resistors are
actually across the two cathodes of the
discrimiator tube, for one cathode is
connected to point (3) and the other
to ground, which is point (4). Each
individual resistor does, however, have
a voltage drop across it, but of op-
posite polarity to the other resistor,
the sum total being zero. This is more

Fig. 4. The discriminator circuit of
Fig. 2 re -arranged for simplicity.

Fig. 3. Testing methods for limiters.

clearly indicated in Fig. 4 where the
circuit has been rearranged for a
clearer understanding.

During frequency modulation the
carrier shifts above and below center
frequency and this causes the respec-
tive voltages across R4 and R5 to dif-
fer from each other, resulting in the
generation of an audio signal across
the two resistors. This detection func-
tion again is of definite value during
trouble shooting and servicing pro-
cedures, for a VTVM can be used to
ascertain the presence of these volt-
ages in order to check performance.

Checking Discriminator
If a signal generator is applied to

the limiter grid (indicated as "1" in
Fig. 2) and the frequency set to cor-
respond to the r -f frequency of the
receiver, equal and opposite voltages
should occur across R4 and R5. This
can be checked by placing a VTVM
across R4 then across RS-using a low
d -c scale. If there is a pronounced
voltage difference, the tube diode sec-
tions are unbalanced, or the entire
system needs aligning. Slight differ-
ences, however, are normal, though
they should not be great enough to
give more than a volt when read across
both resistors.

Often it will be impossible to get
zero voltage across R4 and R5, even
when all components check satisfac-
torily and the set has been properly
aligned. This is due to the difficulty
of securing a perfectly balanced cir-
cuit which would depend on both
diodes conducting equally, each re-
sistor being exactly 100,000 ohms, and

all other factors contributing to cir-
cuit balance. A voltage of 2 to 5 or
more, however, calls for a check of
circuit components, tubes, and align-
ing to reduce the possibility of distor-
tion which may arise due to the un-
balance.

Common troubles in the discrimina-
tor circuit follow those previously de-
tailed for the ratio detector. For sig-
nal tracing the generator is placed at
(1) and ground in Fig. 2, and the
presence of d.c. at points (3) and (2),
or (2) and (4), indicate the signal
is getting through. A further check
can be made with earphones at point
(5)-the volume control, and at point
(6) as detailed for the ratio detector.
In order to hear the signal at points
(5) and (6), the signal generator must
be frequency modulated with an audio
tone (usually 400 cps with most gen-
erators).

Other types of detectors will oc-
casionally be encountered during ser-
vicing work, and some will incorporate
the two diodes of the detector with the
1st audio amplifier in one tube en-
velope. The general theory of FM de-
tection is still basically the same, and
the trouble -shooting methods herein
detailed still apply. Once such cir-
cuits are evaluated from a study of
the manufacturer's service notes, the
same trouble -localizing procedures can
be followed, for the circuit compo-
nents of resistors and capacitors will
contribute the type of troubles pre-
viously enumerated. Proper use of the
signal generator, the vacuum -tube
voltmeter and a pair of 'phones will
save many hours of servicing time.
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VIDEO DETECTOR CIRCUITS
TO transmit amplitude -modulated

sound broadcasts radio frequen
of the order of 550 to 1600 kc per sec-
ond are varied by the intelligence or
information being transmitted. These
r -f waves are called "carrier" waves.
Their overall height (amplitude) is
varied in accordance with the inform-
ation being transmitted. This is known
as amplitude modulation. (AM).

Analogy Between AM and Video
Detection

A close analogy can be drawn be-
tween the transmission of sound
broadcasts and the transmission of
video information contained in the
composite television signal. The video
intelligence is applied to the carrier
in such a way as to vary its amplitude.
The basic difference between AM
sound transmission and AM video
transmission is the frequencies in-
volved. The video intelligence con-
tains frequencies from 30 cycles per
second to about 4 megacycles per
second. On the other hand, the sound
intelligence contains frequencies in
the range of 30 to 5,000 cycles per
second.

After the television signal is re-
ceived it undergoes a process of de-
modulation during which the inform-
ation is extracted from the carrier.
This process is commonly called "de -

Fig. 2. Signal phase does not affect
ear response.

by HENRY A. SCHWARTZ

A discussion of video detector theory and circuits. Stres-
sed, are the considerations of phase change of the signal
as it progresses from the output of the detector to the
grid of the picture tube. Also discussed are the practical
effects of open, shorted, and otherwise defective compo-
nents in the video circuit following the detector.

Sync and Blanking

DETECTOR
AND

RC FILTER

COMPOSITE SIGNAL

+711V>fA CONDITION 1

0

DETECTED SIGNAL

0

CONDITION 2

Fig. I. Manner in which detector eliminates the r -f carrier.

tection". It is the theory behind, and
the circuits necessary to accomplish
detection of the picture information.
that we will now concern ourselves
with.

Referring to Figure 1, complete de-
tection of the video signal eliminates
the r -f carrier leaving only the intel-
ligence (black and white of the pic-
ture) and the blanking pulses. The
process of demodulation can be ac-
complished by means of the simple
diode rectifier and proper loading cir-
cuit. We can select either the upper
modulating envelope (condition 1) or
the lower modulating envelope (con-
dition 2). This is due to the operating
characteristics of a diode tube. Let
us assume that we feed the composite
video signal into the plate of the diode.
The tube will only conduct when the
plate becomes more positive than the
cathode. This will yield at the output
the upper half of the composite signal.

If we had chosen to feed the composite
video signal into the cathode of the
diode, the tube would conduct only
when the cathode is more negative
than the plate (below plate). This
would select the lower half of our
video signal. Depending upon how
the detector is connected into the cir-
cuit, like signals reversed in phase
by 180 degrees can be obtained. We
shall show the importance of this
phase relationship.

In dealing with television circuits
of any kind, it is a good thing to bear
in mind the fact that the eye is in-
finitely more critical than the ear.
This fact is clarified by the following
discussion.

Sound can be transmitted to the
ear by means of a speaker cone moving
in or out. If the cone vibrates from
rest outward, the ear will hear the
same sound as if the cone were to
vibrate from rest inward. This indi-
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Fig. 3. Illustrating phase reversal of
signal taking place in vacuum tube.

Phase shift is 180 .

cates that the ear is not sensitive to
oppositely phased signals. Referring
to Fig. 2, point A is increasing in a
positive direction. This portion of the
signal will move the cone out. At
point B, opposite in phase to point A,
the signal is increasing in a negative
direction. This portion of the signal
will pull the cone in. In both instances
the ear will be subjected to the same
sound. That is to say, if we use either
the upper modulating envelope or the
lower modulating envelope the same
results can be obtained.

Signal Polarity

Video signals are transmitted so
that the peaks of the modulated wave
are the black areas and the troughs
are the white areas. Feeding the de-
tected signal to the control grid of a
picture tube we can follow the same
line of reasoning as we did for the
sound system. Referring to Fig. 1,
at Point A the signal is increasing
in a positive direction placing an in-
creasing voltage upon the grid of the
Fix tube. This will cause a greater
flow of electrons and hence a brighter
spot on the tube (condition 1). At
point B, exactly equal and opposite
in phase to point A, the signal is in-
creasing in a negative direction. This
will put a more negative voltage on
the Pix tube decreasing the flow of
electrons and causing a dark spot on
the screen (condition 2). Since the
peaks are black, condition 2 would
produce a true picture of the video
signal. On the other hand condition
1 would show the black parts of the
picture as white parts and the white
parts as black parts. In other words
condition 1 will produce a picture
that is comparable to a photographic
negative. Unlike sound systems it
therefore becomes necessary to select
the proper phase for this viedo signal
in order to get a positive picture.

To obtain the proper polarity or
phase of the picture, the troughs must
cause a greater flow of electrons and
the peaks a lesser flow of electrons. If
the lower half of the detected signal
intelligence was therefore fed to the

grid of the Pix tube, a correctly phased
picture would result.

It is well to stress at this point
that a vacuum tube has inherent prop-
erties which cause a phase shift of 180
degrees. That is to say if a signal is
fed to the grid of a tube it will be
amplified and reversed in phase at the
plate (Fig. 3). The number of video
amplifier tubes connected between the
detector and the Fix tube will affect
the phase of the detected signal be-
fore it is applied to the grid of the
Fix tube.

Chart I should be an aid for proper
identification of detector circuits.
Note that in #2 and #3 we feed the
cathode of the Pix tube. If we were
to detect the upper half of the com-
posite signal the black areas would
be a higher value positive than the
whites. By feeding this signal to the
cathode of the Pix tube we make the

Fig. 4 Lumped interelectrode capac-
itance of tube represented by C.

cathode more positive than the grid
during the time that the black areas
are transmitted. This will have the
effect of making the grid more neg-
ative than the cathode and will de-
crease the flow of electrons giving us
a correctly phased picture.

Detector Loading
The value of the detector load

strongly enters into the discussion of
the circuit. Capacitance and resist-

ance in the detector loads perform two
jobs. Capacitor, C represents the stray
capacitance, the output capacitance of
the diode (interelectrode capacitanre)
and the input capacitance of the first
video amplifier. (Fig. 4).

The condenser charges to the peak
of the first r -f phase and then com-
mences to discharge. The time for
discharge is controlled by the amount
of capacitance and resistance in the
circuit. The greater the C or R the
longer the time for discharge. Re-
ferring to Fig. 5, we see that at point
1 capacitance C starts to discharge.
It discharges until it strikes the lead-
ing edge of the following cycle at
point 2, then charging up to the peak
value of the second r -f cycle. By in-
creasing R or C the discharge time
can be increased. The voltage across
the condenser now follows the value
from 1 to 3. By decreasing R or C the
discharge time capacitor voltage now
follows the value 1 to 4.

In actual operation the peaks of the
r -f carrier vary in amplitude with the
information being transmitted. The
time constant is selected so that the
discharge and charge voltage of the
condenser follows the peaks of the
carrier. This faithfully reproduces the
picture information (Fig. 6).

Frequency Response

fhe second job of the detector load
is to provide an a -c impedance across
which the detected signal can be de-
veloped. Since this voltage is a com-
plex wave which contains frequencies
from 30 cycles per second to 4 mega-
cycles per second, the detector circuit
must have a relatively flat frequency
response over this range. At the high
frequency end, the stray and inter -
electrode capacitance have a high
shunting effect. That is to say they
add in parallel and act as a low im-

Diode Connection
NUMBER OF

VIDEO
AMPLIFIERS

CONNECTION
TO

PIX TUBE

EVEN GRID
0

-11-\1170 SIGNAL -4,-

ODD CATHODE
0

Ilr-\11/0 SIGNAL - --0-

.11\ EVEN CATHODE0 SIGNAL -4.- -&
0

__IL\ ODD GRIDSIGNAL---).
0

Chart I. Various types and methods of connecting detector circuits to produce
desired positive pix signal at CRT.
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Fig. 5. Effect of varying R or C.

pedance path to ground for the high
frequency components of the detected
signal.

The load resistor R which is in
parallel with C must have a value
lower than the reactance of the con-
denser Xc at the high frequencies.
This allows for a large percentage of
the developed voltage to appear across
R. It is evident therefore that R is
selected to have a relatively lower
value than Xo at the h -f end.

pass of the detector circuit.

Practical Considerations
The complete circuit is indicated in

Fig. 7, R2 is a damping resistor con-
nected across the peaking coil Li to
reduce or damp the gain of the reso-
nant circuit. Without this damping
action the high frequencies instead of
being lost due to stray capacitance
would have a greater amplitude than
the low frequencies. Visually this
would produce the same effect as a
circuit having a poor low frequency
response. The vertical retrace lines
would appear and the picture outline
would be blurred. If resistor R2 opened
or changed value to a higher value,
the resonant circuit would not be
damped and this affect would appear
in the picture. If Ri, the load on the
detector, were to increase, the overall
video output would increase but the
high frequencies would find an easier

DETECTOR PIX TUBE

I VIDEO > CATHODE ORIGINAL CIRCUITAMP. STAGE

-&----).- > CATHODE ALTERNATE No.12 VIDEO AMP. STAGES

GO2 VIDEO ALTERNATE No.2AMP. STAGES GRID

Fig. 8. Polarity reversals in circuits fed into cathode.

By putting series coil Li in the cir-
cuit (See Fig. 7) Li and C could be
made to resonate at the high end of
the band, allowing a greater voltage
to be developed across the load resis-
tor (a larger load resistor can be em-
ployed). To eliminate the shunt ca-
pacitance input to the following stage
L2 was connected in the circuit. This
inductance resonates with this shunt-
ing input capacitance at the high fre-
quency end producing a very large
resistance value instead of the low
reactance value. The peaking coils
Li and L2 help to increase the band

;Capacitor
voltage

Fig. 6. The time constant of R and
C is chosen so that the voltage oF

the condenser follows the peaks.

path to ground through the stray
capacitance C. This would give us a
picture that would be devoid of detail.

It is interesting to note that in
many circuits capacitance C2 is added
physically in order to resonate the
circuit at the proper frequencies. If
peaking coil Li were to open there
would be no picture information trans-
mitted from the detector to the picture
tube. If coil L2 were to open, the shunt
capacitance in the input (grid to
ground) of the first video amplifier
would pass the majority of high fre-
quencies to ground. This would re-
sult in a picture which would devoid
of detail.

Many commercial sets on the mar-
ket use but one video amplifier stage.
In some instances the gain of this
circuit is insufficient to give a good
black and white picture. This condi-
tion may be improved by the addition
of a second video amplifier stage. The
important feature to bear in mind
is that the signal will be reversed in
phase by 180 degrees. If connected to
the same pin on the Pix tube, the
detected signal would now produce a
negative picture.

Fig. 7. Video peaking circuit.

This condition can be overcome by
reversing the polarity of the detector
or by feeding the signal to its com-
plementary pin on the Pix tube. In
other words, if the signal were origi-
nally fed to the cathode of the detector
tube through one stage of amplifica-
tion and then to the cathode of the
Pix tube, upon the addition of a sec-
ond stage of video amplification the
hook-up would be changed to the fol-
lowing: The composite signal could
be fed to the plate of the detector
tube through two stages of amplifica-
tion and then to the cathode of the
Pix tube. This would give a picture
of proper polarity. An alternate
method would be to leave the compo-
site signal on the cathode of the de-
tector tube pass through two stages
of amplification and then to the grid
of the Pix tube (see Fig. 8).

Another form of detector circuit
is one that employs a crystal detector
rather than a vacuum tube detector
tube (Fig. 9). This operates essentially
the same way as a diode detector. The
crystals commonly used in this circuit
are Germanium crystals and usually
bear the number 1N34. They are
physically 4 inch long, 9/32 inch in
diameter and can be mounted in any
position. The crystal is normally
mounted on the underside of the chas-
sis. Often times these crystals are
affected by heat and develop a high
internal resistance. This would se-
riously reduce the signal To check for
this condition a d -c voltage of one
volt can be applied across the crystal.
The current flowing through the crys-
tal should not be less than 5 ma.

Fig. 9. Crystal detector circuit.
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A. F. C. CIRCUITS

The Synchrolock System
The circuit in Fig. 3, shows a Hart-

ley type oscillator containing a 6K6
with a cathode tap on the tank circuit.
The tank circuit capacity is made up
of C4 and C5 as well as the series
combination of C7 and the tube ca-
pacity of the 6A07. Once the slug in
the oscillator coil is adjusted the 6K6
will oscillate in a sine wave fashion
at a given frequency. This frequency
can be changed either by adjusting the
tuning slug in the coil or by varying
the grid leak bias resistor R16. This
last resistor is the potentiometer
which acts as the horizontal hold con-
trol. There is one further possibility
of changing the oscillator frequency.
If the capacity of the 6A07 would
vary this would also affect the oscil-
later frequency. It is a well known
principle that the tube capacity varies
as the operating voltages, especially
the grid bias, varies. The 6AC7 acts
in this circuit as a variable reactance
and is, therefore, often called the re-
actance tube.

The sine wave oscillator coil is
wound on the same form with another
coil which has a center tap. This sec -
on coil acts as a transformer, coupling
some of the oscillator signal to the
6AL5 frequency discriminator. We
know from the FM discriminator
transformer that if it is tuned to the
center frequency there will be zero
voltage output at that frequency. For-
getting the incoming synchronizing
pulses for a moment we see that the
output of the 6AL5 at center frequen-
cy will be zero. However, the low side
of the output network consisting of
R2 and R3 is connected to a minus
4 volt point and this means that at
center frequency a d -c bias of minus
4 volts will be applied to the grid of

WALTER H. BUCHSBAUM

Part 2

In this second installment the author describes the op-
eration, adjustment and possible sources of failure in
the Synchrolock System of AFC as well as the Phase De-
tector System. Both systems constitute the types of cir-
cuits employed in the greater majority of TV receivers.
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C12
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Fig. 3. Synchrolock A -F -C circuit

the 6AC7 reactance tube. Consider
R4, R5, C2, C13 as parts of an RC
filter designed to keep the grid voltage
on the reactance tube at a d -c value.
If the oscillator frequency were to
change, d -c voltage in addition to the
4 volt bias would be generated by the
6AL5 discriminator. This additional
voltage could be either positive, in
which case it would reduce the nega-
tive bias, or it could be negative and
make the bias higher. In both cases
it will cause the 6AC7 tube capacity

to either increase or decrease, and
thereby vary the frequency of the
oscillator.

Now let us consider the influence
of the incoming synchronizing pulses.
These pulses are applied to the center
tap of the discriminator through the
windings to both plates of the 6AL5.
If the polarity of the transformer is
correct, the sine wave will cancel out
the effect of the synchronizing pulses
at both plates. This will only be true
if the oscillator is at the same fre-
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quency as the incoming pulses since
otherwise the peak of each sine wave
will not coincide with the arrival of
each pulse.

At the beginning of this article it
was shown that the basic elements of
any AFC system must contain a fre-
quency comparing section, an error
voltage, and a means to applying the
error voltage to control the frequency
of the oscillator. The left hall of
the synchrolock transformer and the
6AL5 in Fig. 3, are the frequency
comparing section. The grid bias on
the 6AC7 is the error voltage and the
reactance tube itself the means for
controlling the 6106 sine wave oscil-
lator. The half of a 6SN7 at the right
of Fig. 3, is called the discharge tube
because it changes the sine wave gen-
erated by the 6B6 into a sawtooth
wave by passing it through a suitable
R -C network.

Here is an example for the opera-
tion of the Synchrolock system shown
in Fig. 3. As the set warms up the
oscillator drifts in frequency above
the. correct 15,750 cps. This causes the
discriminator to become unbalanced
and an additional bias is developed
and applied to the grid of the 6AC7.
The change in bias causes the tube
capacity of the 6A07 to increase. This
increased capacity across the oscillator
tank circuit naturally lowers the oscil-
lator frequency. The process of fre-
quency comparison, developing the
error voltage and the resultant change
in capacity and frequency goes on con-
tinuously. The amount of change be-
comes smaller as the oscillator ap-
proaches the frequency of the incom-
ing synchronizing pulses. This ac-
counts for the "locking -in" which can
sometimes be observed during the
warm-up time, when the picture ap-
pears to be cut in many strips which
get bigger and fewer until the proper
picture finally locks in. It should be
understood that the range over which
the AFC can control the oscillator de-
pends in this case on the range over
which changes in bias cause sufficient
changes in the tube capacity of the
6AC7. If the inductance of the oscil-
lator is tuned to the wrong frequency,
or the discriminator winding mis-
aligned, the AFC will not be able to
operate at all. The adjustment of the
synchrolock system is accomplished by
tuning both windings of the discrim-
inator transformer and by adjusting
R16 the horizontal hold control. In
most receivers using the Synchrolock
circuit the powdered iron slug tuning
the oscillator winding is towards the
back of the receiver. This slug is ad -

'Part 1; See July, 1950 RSD

justed until the picture appears to
lock in. The discriminator slug usual-
ly has to be reached from the inside
of the chassis and is adjusted for
proper phasing of the picture. This
phasing adjustment brings the picture
into the center of the screen and elim-
inates foldover and jumping. After the
phasing is set correctly, the oscillator
slug is re -adjusted until the picture
remains stable with the hold control
set at either extreme. Switch channels
several times to make sure the picture

Fig. 6. Wave shape at plate of left
half of the oscillator in Fig. 5.

is locked in, regardless of the hold
control setting. A major re -adjust-
ment of the frequency slug usually
will also require a touch-up of the
phasing control slug.

The most frequent defect found in
the Synchrolock circuit will be due
to the 6A07 reactance tube. The next
frequent offender is the 6AL5 and
finally the oscillator tube itself. Criti-

fl

Ib

Fig. 7. Horizontal pulse at A in Fig.
5. 5 volts peak to peak.

cal components include the Synchro-
lock transformer, C4 and C5 in Fig. 3,
and the coupling condensers C6 and
C7. These components should be ex-
changed only with exact replacement
parts. If non -linearity appears on the
screen which cannot be removed by
adjustment of the linearity coil, the
discharge tube may be at fault. The
half of a 6SN7 shown at the left in
Fig. 3, feeds a sine wave voltage into
a charge and discharge network con-
sisting of R14, R15, and 012. This net-
work determines the shape of the saw -
tooth voltage which is applied to the

grid of the horizontal output amplifier.
Such a sawtooth voltage is shown in
Fig. 4. (July 1950, RSD) As shown,
this waveform results in a linear pic-
ture but if the curvature of the saw -
tooth were any greater, especially at
the top, non -linearity would appear
on the screen. The amplitude of this
sawtooth may vary from about 50 to
80 volts peak to peak.

Phase detector
The phase detector type of AFC

makes use of a combination multi -
vibrator and sine wave oscillator. A
multivibrator circuit is difficult to
control by means of a d -c voltage and,
therefore, not adaptable to an auto-
matic frequency control system. Sine
wave oscillators on the other hand are
easily controlled by a variable bias
voltage. The desirable features of both
systems are used for the phase de-
tector AFC system. (Fig. 5, July
RSD)

Disregarding the tank circuit in
the plate lead of one half of the 6SN7,
this circuit appears like a cathode
coupled multivibrator. R10 is the com-
mon cathode resistor and C7 couples
the first plate to the second grid.
These are typical multivibrator fea-
tures. The grid resistor of the second
triode section contains R12, the hori-
zontal hold control which controls the
discharge time of C7 and therefore the
frequency of the multivibrator. The

the first triode section is re-
turned to ground through R6 and R7
and connected to a source of variable
bias. To bring in the elements of a
sine wave oscillator the tank circuit
consisting of the coil L and C6 is in-
serted with R8. This L -C network is
tuned to resonate at the horizontal
sweep frequency, 15,750 cps.

The output of the oscillator is a
combination sine wave and square
wave as shown in Fig. 6, the oscillo-
scope pattern on the first plate of the
horizontal oscillator. Over one part
of the cycle the tuned circuit controls
the oscillation, producing the sine
wave portion. During another part of
the cycle the multivibrator takes over
and causes a square wave to be super-
imposed on the sine wave. The output
voltage must be a sawtooth similar
to the one shown in Fig. 4, and the
R -C network consisting of R9, C8, C9
and 010, changes the square wave -sine
wave combination into a sawtooth vol-
tage of the desired characteristics.

The oscillator frequency is con-
trolled by the horizontal hold control,
but the grid bias on the first grid
also has a very great influence. This
grid bias depends on the d -c voltage
across R6, a 4.7 megohm resistor, and
as this bias voltage varies, so will

[Continued on page 38]
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KO Quality
analtimia

No. 5

11 C. A. TUTHILL
Fig. I. The Hallicrafter S-41 High Qualify Tuner.

A thorough discussion of the circuitry and operation of another High Quality
Tuner in this popular series. Truly amazing are the complex circuit innovations,
combinations, and components that go to make up a receiver of this type.

IN the early days of Frequency
Modulation many shortcut abuses

prevailed in the application of compo-
nents within FM receivers. Listeners
were unmindful then, but today, your
customers are more exacting in their
search for high quality reproduction.
Progress has given us multi -element
vacuum tubes designed for dual or
even triple function without abuse of
privilege. Even though the Hallicraft-
ers S-47 tuner herein analyzed has
fifteen tubes, including the audio am-
plifier, these, however, are cannily
chosen and circuits are designed
around their specific values.

Unlike units previously described in
this series, we have in this flexible
chassis, equipment which tunes five
different FM and AM bands, (Fig. 1).
The five bands in order of rotation in
the switching system, plus phono pick-
up facilities are:

1. Shortwave (A) - 15 mc - 18 mc.
2. Shortwave (B) - 9 mc - 12 mc.
3. Shortwave (C) - 5.8 mc - 18 mc.
4. Broadcast - 540 kc - 1700 kc.
5. Frequency Modulation - 88 mc

-108 mc.
6. Phono Input to Audio Amplifier.
Insurance of thorough coverage for

amateur, home of commercial rack -
mounted assignments is thus afforded.
This chassis is highly practical for
overall domestic or foreign tuning. It
therefore lends itself to discreetly de-
signed custom-built installation. A
complement of 15 tubes is put to very
gainful purposes yet draws a total

power consumption of only 180 watts
when connected to a 60 cycle 105/125
volt supply.

As can be seen from the photo
(Fig. 1), both manual and pushbutton

awaits one's choice. Provision
is at hand for an external long wire
antenna (AM) or a 300 ohm folded
dipole (FM). Input circuits from an-
tenna terminals connect to balanced
FM and seriesed AM coils.

Coil Assignment
In the schematic (Fig. 2) the an-

tenna coils are L-10 for FM; L-5 for
shortwave and L-2 for the usual AM
broadcasts. Through the switching
system these coils find proper capaci-
tors across them for the various tuning
bands. Following the 6BA6 r -f en-
trance stage three other coils serve as
follows: L-9 FM mixer coil; L-1
shortwave mixer coil; L-6 mixer coil
for AM broadcast band. These are set
up in triplicate and capacitor -tuned to
resonance with their corresponding
input counterparts. Following the
schematic we see that the oscillator
coils are; L-8 for FM, L-4 for short-
wave and L-7 for the broadcast (AM)
band.

Coil L-11 serves as a plate choke for
the common 6J6 oscillator tube. Coil
L-12 is a filament choke. Coils L-18,
L-14. L-15 and L-16 will be recognized
as r -f chokes. In series with the pri-
mary of the FM mixer -coupler L-9,
coil L-18 serves as an r -f choke for the
antenna stage plate. Lastly the iron -
core coil L-12, seen between tubes

V-10 and V-11, is used as an audio
choke. This completes the analysis of
coil functions within the chassis. De-
spite the seemably long list, more coils
would be required to cover proper
tuning
not for the well engineered switching
system in which excessive structual
capacitance has either been avoided
or compensated.

Tube Assignments
The first three tubes in the tuner

section, at the left in the schematic,
serve all channels. Following the 6BA6
miniature r -f, amplifier, a 6BE6 pen-
tode serves as converter for the AM
channel and as mixer for FM recep-
tion. The plate of this 6BE6 mixer
connects to the primary of the first
FM/IF transformer (T-4) by way of
rotary switch 3E and the 220 ohm
carbon resistor 11-88. The third tube
(6J6 twin -triode) functions doubly as
oscillator and automatic frequency
control regulator. The latter function
(AFC) compensates for mechanical
variations which may occur in the
pushbutton mechanism. Whenever any
aberrations occur to the intermediate
frequency from the intended center
of its band, due to a drift in the oscil-
lator circuit, the resultant voltage is
applied to the a -f grid of tube V-3
and it's associated resistor -capacitor
network. Together these serve as a
variable reactance across the oscillator
tank circuit. When this reactance be-
comes positive or inductive the oscil-
lator tends to shift in one direction.
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When the voltage due to shift creates
negative or capacitive reactance, and
this is added to the tank circuit, the
oscillator tends to drift off in the
opposite direction. Hence the AFC
stabilizes the oscillator against ten-
dency to drift and thus avoids loss of
selectivity and gain. The Take -hold
or reactive characteristics are: Before
100 kc and Release before 450 kc at
an 0.2 volt input signal.

The chassis laybut takes on subdi-
vision from this point forward as re-
gards tube assignment. It should be
noted that the tuning stages prior to
this point are completely shielded from
the amplifying stages which follow.
Spurious interactions or unwanted
feedbacks are thusly minimized. Sta-
bilization becomes enhanced; greater

T.
ONO

ANt

freedom of wiring and layout from the
manufacturing viewpoint is thus
gained.

The first three 6SG7 stages above
the audio amplifier section, serve as
i-f stages tuned to 10.7 megacycles for
FM and 455 kilocycles for AM. The
third stage (V-6) doubles as a second
detector for AM. Separate cathode
leads offer isolation, thus minimizing
losses due to cathode degeneration.
The following 6SH7 (V-7), a sharp
cutoff pentode, offers additional gain
with limiter action. Having low screen
voltage (45v) and low plate voltage
(50v) these tubes are easily saturated.
An increase in their output follows
an increase in their input only up to
a pre -determined point, hence any
amplitude variations attending the
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FM signal are practically eliminated.
When driven by adequate prior gain,
as is certain here, this limiter will
smooth out variations and eliminate
noise, static and such. It executes one
of the genuine attributes of frequency
modulation.

Contrary to procedure for the AM
section, the signal used for alignment
of the FM section must be great
enough to permit normal operation, of
the 6SH7 limiter. Its grid must draw
normal operative current or the align-
ment of its transformer will not be
correct. The resonant frequency is
changed by the load introduced when
the 6SH7 grid draws currents. The
ratio detector (V-8) which this limiter
drives is discussed under separate
heading.
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Transtormer Assignment

Before proceeding into the FM de-
tector and audio amplifier sections, it
is well to consider the transformers
employed prior thereto. Adjustable or
tunable cores are used, thus controlling
permeability and calling for fewer
turns of wire (hence lower resistance)
for a given value of inductance. The
first i-f tunable transformer (T-4)
couples the i-f section to the previous
mixer. Its fixed -tuned secondary wind-
ings are series connected since there
is no reaction of one upon the other.
This applies similarly  to i-f inter -
stage transformers T -3 and T-2. All
three i-f transformers are of course
shielded and mounted for shortest pos-
sible length of connectors. Certain of
these adjustable cores are available for

alignment only after the bottom plate
of the chassis has been removed. It
will be noted that the input to the
shortwave primary of transformer
T-4 is fed by a low impedance shielded
cable for reasons of isolation, match-
ing of values and stability.

The two interstage i-f transformers
(T-3 & T-2) have a third winding of
very few turns. Directly connected to
the switching system, and thence to
small ceramic capacitors, these third
windings make possible the broad
selection of multiband tuning; they
offer new coupling coefficients for
each band chosen. It is within the i-f
stages that adequate signal gain must
be derived before the signal is intro-
duced to translation; every possible
engineering effort is spent here to

-V117
0211

avoid transmission losses. A clean,
high gain, constant amplitude variable
frequency signal is coupled to the
6AL5 FM detector through trans-
former T-1. These signals must be
converted back to amplitude variations
corresponding to those from the origi-
nal microphone pickup in the studio.
For this purpose a twin diode (6AL5)
ratio detector is used.

Ratio Detector
The FM ratio detector used here,

unlike push-pull discriminators which
respond to voltage differences, re-
sponds only to changes in the ratio
of the voltage across the two diodes
within the 6AL5 envelope. It does not
respond to changes in voltage differ-
ences caused by amplitude modulation
of the r -f carrier. The tank tuning
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Fig. 2. Complete circuit diagram of Hallicrafter Model S-41 High Quality Tuner
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and coupling of transformer T-1 cir-
cuits are essentially the same as in
push-pull discriminator circuits. The
r -f potentials reaching the twin diodes
are the direct result of the magnitude
of r -f signal swing from the resonant
frequency in each direction. From
here forward there is a great differ-
ence between push-pull discriminators
Lescarbours received the Officier
postwar France, Austin C. Lescarbours
and ratio detectors.

In this ratio detector the two diodes
are connected in a closed series circuit
which includes the two resistors R-83
& R-34 and the main secondary wind-
ing of transformer T-1 thereby offer-
ing conductance throughout to a given
r -f half cycle. So connected, the twin
diodes aid each other. The voltage
across capacitors C-50 and C-51 is
equal to the sum of the diode voltages
rather than to their difference as with
discriminators. Yet for an instanta-
neous carrier frequency the voltage
across the two diodes differs. As a
direct result the voltages across capaci-
tors C-50 and C-51 differ proportion-
ately thereto, one capacitor having the
larger of the two voltages at carrier
frequencies below the intermediate fre-
quency and the smaller at frequencies
above the i-f. Finally, the ratio of these
voltages varies at an audio rate and
the resultant linear signal is applied
to further audio amplification. The
network to the right of the 6AL5
(Fig. 2) completes circuits permitting
that tube to function as above. The
third or tertiary winding of trans-
former T-1, tapped from the midpoint
of its main secondary and inductively
coupled to its primary, is returned
through capacitor C-64 and ground to
the midpoint between resistors R-88
and R-34 also grounded. Rectified
signals within this third winding are
fed through resistor R-15 and SW -3A
section of the switching system to the
volume control R-4 and thence to the
grid of the first audio 6J5 stage
(V-9).

The high perveance of the 6AL5
diode particularly adapts it for ratio
detection. When 4 volts are applied
between plate and cathode of the
6AL5 its plate current is 14 milli-
amperes. More data on ratio detection
is available in your December 1947
issue of Radio Service Dealer and in
recent tube manuals.
Audio Amplifier

When, as in this model S-47, AM
and FM detector outputs are fed into
a common audio amplifier, differences
in level arise. FM detector output
does not depend upon received carrier
magnitude as in AM. Instead it leans
entirely upon frequency swing. De-
sign has allowed AM detector output
to exceed that of the FM detector in

order to allow ample gain for- weaker
AM signals. Therefore manual com-
pensation through the volume control
(R-4) is necessary at times.

The audio amplifier section of this
Model S-47 chassis employs six tubes.
The first two audio stages (V-9 &
V-10) employ two 6J5 medium mu
triodes each having an amplification
factor of 20. The output of the second
stage is capacity coupled to a resist-
ance network thence to a phase in-
verter using two 6SQ7s (V-11 & V-12).

It is customary to include the tube
that drives each of the two pushpull
tubes when referring to a phase in-
verter. However to stick to the letter
of this manufacturer's schematic, as
divulged in Fig. 2, we will refer to
6SQ7 (V-11) as the third audio am-
plifier stage which drives V-13 the
upper (beam power tube) 6V6 of the
pushpull stage. It is correct to so
handle the subject. We all know by
now that the grids of the two push-
pull tubes must be excited 180 degrees
out of phase. It is further known that
in a single -ended amplifier such is

accomplished through a mid -tapped
secondary 'of the input transformer.
In this chassis, however, the two
6SQ7s are so connected that the sec-
ond (V-12) becomes the phase inver-
ter. A voltage drop from the plate of
V-11 is returned to the grid of V-12
the inverter tube. In turn V-12 feeds
the grid of the lower 6V6 pushpull
tube. Components within the circuits
are of such values that the grids of
the pushpull tubes are not only fed
180 degrees out of phase but also fed
at identical voltages. Identical or
closely matched tubes should be used
for reasons of balance.

The final 500 ohm unbalanced out-
put from the pushpull stage is coupled
from the 6V6 plates through trans-
former T-6 to a 500 ohm terminal
block. Direct loudspeaker connection
can result therefrom or, with proper
padding, a 500 ohm transmission line
may be set up.

Feedback Feature
It is not unusual to find negative

feedback applied to one or two stages
in good audio amplifiers. More than
two stages so handled however present
problems of instability due to the
greater danger of phase shifts occur-
ring within the amplifier. The ampli-
fier at hand applies negative feedback
to its third audio (V-11) and first audio
(V-9) stages. In this case feedback is
tapped off from the high side of the
secondary of the final output trans-
former (T-6).. The feedback bus can
be seen returning through resistor
R-54 to a junction point at R-46 the
lower end of which is grounded. From
that junction point negative (inverse)
feedback is applied to the grid of V-11
through resistor R-21. From the same
junction point feedback is transmitted
through resistor R-10 to the volume
control R-4 and thence to the grid of
V-9 the first audio amplifier. Thus
this entire amplifier is stabilized and
a high quality audio output is
achieved. Such development has come
of necessity due to the ever -widening
spectrum of FM channels properly
handled. Further advantages from
negative feedback are derived. Gain
and frequency response become more
independent of changes due to aging
tubes, variations in supply voltages,
temperature changes or mechanical vi-
bration. Since but a few adequate re-
sistors and capacitors are involved,
stabilization continues over a great
period of time.

Power Supply

A power supply included within the
audio amplifier section of this chassis
is comprised of transformer T-5; two
electrolytic filters (C-86 and C-37);
one 5134G rectifier tube (V--75); and
one 330 ohm ballast lamp (R-76). All
heaters are supplied from the unrecti-
fied 6.3 volt secondary of power trans-
former (T-5). The usual choke coil
and by-pass condensers are included,
one side of each heater being grounded.

Market

It is suggested that dealers demon-
strate through colorful window display
the simplicity and practicability of in-
stallation of AM -FM tuner chassis in
custom-built rigs. A modern cubicle
end -table next to father's favorite
chair could easily harbor a chassis
within it's convenient end. One sector
or panel of a bookcase is often within
comfortable reach of mother's chair
or the family divan. Loudspeakers
neatly concealed behind scrims colored
to match room decoration lend them-
selves to bookcase or more remote
baffle mounting behind closet doors
or in walls.
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CYCLE
INVENTORY

CONTROL
by HENRY HUTCHINS*

We have at last found an inventory control method; suitable for
small or average -sized Service Dealers and Service Organizations.
Simple to install and easy to maintain --here's an outline of it.

VERY businessman, whether a
4 manufacturer, distributor, re-

tailer or operator of a radio servicing
organization, and regardless of the
size of his business enterprise, is con-
stantly faced with the problem of
maintaining records of his stock and
overall inventory. Failure to maintain
proper inventory records can be dis-
astrous to medium and small sized
businesses because such firms espe-
cially must constantly make every
invested dollar work at peak capacity.

Business standards require that the
normal turnover of any item should
be four or more times a year. Profits
can only be realized when items are
sold. In business this is called "turn-
over", and items that turn over less
than four times a year are the same
as capital that it "frozen". Bankers,
being astute, consider that "frozen
capital" is worth but 5 to 10 cents on
the dollar, or less. So, unless you are
very rich, with loads of spare cash
handy, you must keep your capital as
fluid as possible, and not let it get
"frozen" or tied up. To accomplish
this, you will have to know how your
assets are apportioned and how your
stock turns over. Only a running in-
ventory record, as it is called, will
give you all the answers instantly.
Let's see if this isn't so :

Let's theorize that a man having
$2000 to invest, plus his time and
technical ability, decides to go into
business as an Independent Radio
Service Dealer. By keeping himself

*Elliot Electronics Inc., Radio Parts Whole-
salers

busy doing repair jobs a fair part of
every working day this Service Dealer
"turns over" and makes a profit on
his time and skill. Part of this "profit"
becomes a part of his weekly salary.
Then, let's say he invested $500 of his
capital in test equipment and tools
which he uses daily; he then mentally
considers this as an inventory turn-
over on which he also makes a profit.
However, if this Service Dealer also
invested $500 of his money in replace-
ment parts, tubes and radio accesso-
ries, which because he bought careless-
ly fails to become useful and readily
usable,- then he is endangering his
enterprise's success. Only by means
of an inventory record will the Service
Dealer be able to discern what parts
in his stock are dead, slow -moving or
loss -causing. Stated another way, an
inventory record will disclose what
items, being frozen, are the equivalent
to frozen capital, should be disposed
of and replaced with active items that
will earn dividends on their invest-
ment. By eliminating frozen capital
assets or keeping them to a bare
minimum a Service Dealer, (or Dis-
tributor or Manufacturer), avoids
tying up cash. Remember, one can-
not pay rent, draw a salary or make
a profit on stock, (which is the equiva-
lent of money), when it is tied up,
lies dormant and serves no useful
purpose.

Simple Records Are Sufficient
Some people have a perfectly re-

markable mind for absorbing details
as to what parts or tubes they have
on hand, but even the best memory
breaks down at some point and must

be supplemented by the written
message.

In theory the perfect inventory con-
trol encompasses having the right
item or items in stock when needed-
no more no less. However, physical
limitations, transportations, capital
investment and other factors qualify
the maximums and minimums of any
item. This factor must be determined
by you. Judging what quantity to
stock or carry is in a constant state
of flux. If TV has not reached your
area yet it would be silly to stock
TV antennas. But, by the same token,
if TV has come into your sphere of
endeavor, and you fail to maintain a
sufficient stock of antennas to meet
current needs, you will lose jobs which
would bring you a profit. Likewise,
if you invest a large sum in TV
antennas and then fail to move them
you may find yourself strapped for
cash for other needed purchases, which
could cost you profits on other jobs.

To judge the inventory your busi-
ness requires for normal operation is
fairly simple. The general practice
is to divide the sales of that item for
a given period by the turnover for
the period that is desired and the
resultant figure is the desired inven-
tory figure. But . . . what were sales?
If you have a tiny business you might
keep such figures in your mind, but,
in general the average small Service
Dealer should normally stock several
hundred items such as tubes, con-
densers, volume controls, etc., and a
good parts distributor generally has
an inventory running into the hun-
dreds of thousands of units. Such
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figures can't be memorized completely.
In business, a running paper record
of inventory on hand is far more
reliable than memory or the attempt
to check your sales records for a
period of time, or to check your stock
shelves themselves if on some occasion
you 'think' you are short or over-
stocked.

The merchant having a very large
and very profitable business can un-
derwrite the cost of maintaining a
record and inventory department. But
the medium sized or small business-
man can't afford such luxuries so his
alternate solution is to do the same
thing in a cheap manner requiring
but little time and effort. The proposed
inventory system is somewhat de-
scribed by its very name, the "Cycle
Inventory Control". It is inexpensive
to install,* (a couple of dollars at
most), and it is almost self -operative,
needing no extra help and but a
minimum of the businessman's time
. . . . less than 30 minutes a week for
the average Service Dealer, and under
an hour a week for a fairly large
Distributor.

10 sheets, which would list 500 items, would
cost about $1.00, or 10c a sheet.

How It Works
Cycle Inventory Control mirrors the

fundamental information you require
to determine quickly how every item
in your shop is selling or moving,
whether it be a complete radio set or
a type of component or type of tube.
It even does more, for as you will sub-
sequently see, it becomes an aid to
you in your stint of reordering on
occasion from your supplier, or on
checking how your suppliers are mak-
ing deliveries, etc.

A glance at Figure 1 gives you an
idea as to what the printed Inventory
Sheet, looks like. The form has space
for all attendant information such as
the name of the item, type, etc., the
supplier or source from which you
buy, his address, what price you pay,
what the list is, what discount you
get, what your selling price is, how
many units you have on hand, how
many units are on order, or in transit
to you, how many such units you sold
during any given period, etc. Yes, the
Cycle Inventory. Control is flexible
and will show instantly all you want
to know about any item. And yet, it is
not difficult or complex to keep this
running record. It might sound as

though you are to be loaded with
bookkeeping details in order to get
from such a record all the enumerated
data, but such is not the case. Whether
you know it or not, you are already
assembling all this information now
in the daily operation of your business,
but now you are probably doing it in
several ledgers or on many "memos"
-but you are not getting a collated
and complete picture unless your
present inventory system is like the
Cycle one.

Records "Control" Themselves

If you have the Cycle Control sys-
tem working for you, on a certain
day each week, or every other week,
all you need to do is check it against
your sales slips for that period. In the
case of a well managed service shop,
those slips will enumerate, just as an
example, how many Jones Brand 450
v. 8 mmf condensers were used or
sold. That information recorded on
the Cycle Control instantly tells you
that if you had a certain number of

-such value condensers on hand when
the last inventory record was made,
and you got into the shop so many

[Continued on page 34]
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TRADE FLASHES
[from page 12]

THE BITTER BUSINESS BUREAU
OF NEW YORK CITY, Inc.

Every TV Set Owner Should Have
a copy of this fine booklet

Practices Code are to be enforced.
First, offenders will be offered an op-
portunity to make amends. Failing to
do so, sanctions will be applied, and in
extreme cases the Bureau will take
legal action against offenders who do
not abide by the Code.

Catalog

A new Microphone Catalog No. 110
has been issued by Electro-Voice, Inc.,
Buchanan, Michigan, titled "Your Fu-
ture in Sound is Linked with E -V",
this colorful new catalog presents up-
to-date information and specifications
on the comprehensive line of Electro-
Voice Dynamic, Crystal, Velocity and
Carbon Microphones-Crystal Pickup
Cartridges and Accessories.

A copy may be obtained by writing
to Electro-Voice, Inc., Buchanan,
Michigan.
cannot be divulged at this time.

RCA's New TV Line Simplifies
_Servicing

Offers improvac fformance
with 30 per cent' f i. parts and 20
per cent feyp. ,connections, a new
chessi is'47Tcorporated in all new
RCA Victor television receivers now
being manufactured.

In announcing the new RCA line,
C. M. Odorizzi, Vice President in
Charge of RCA Victor Service, stated
that the television industry suffers
from a critical shortage of trained
service technicians,

[Continued on page 32]

"Industry experts have estimated
that between five and six million tele-
vision receivers will be sold this year,"
he said. "Three to four million of that
number will be sold between now and
Christmas. That means that the na-
tion's television technicians must be
prepared to install and service in the
next five months approximately as
many television receivers as were in-
stalled and service during the first
four years of post-war television, from
1946 through 1949.

"The new RCA Victor television
chassis is a boon in this particular
period of television's expansion, be-
cause it simplifies the problem of ser-
vice. However, it can only alleviate,
rather than forestall, the fast -ap-
proaching servicing crisis in the tele-
vision industry. The fact of the mat-
ter is that in many television areas
there are not enough fully -trained
servicemen available to handle the de -
mend for installation and service that
will come this Fall. The RCA Victor
chassis will help-but not enough."

In a move to ease the national ser-
vicing problem, the RCA Service
Company has set up a program to
acquaint the nation's servicemen as
quickly as possible with the design
and service details of the new chassis.
During the next four weeks, RCA
field technicians, in cooperation with
the RCA nationwide organization of
distributors, will hold a series of 80
special "new chassis" lectures in every
television market.

New Simplified RCA TV Chassis

"The new chassis is characterized
by the consolidation of heretofore sep-
arated parts and components into pre -
wired assemblies, arranged in func-
tional order. This will permit service-
men to install the receiver and per-
form all normal servicing without re-
moving the chassis from its cabinet,"
Mr. Odorizzi explained.

Lowers TV Service Rates
The RCA Service Company today

announced reduction in its factory -

service television contract prices re-
sulting largely from the development
of a streamlined and improved RCA
Vic tor television receiver chassis
which is expected to reduce installa-
tion and normal servicing costs. Two
types of Service Contract are offered:
Plan I: Installation, a year's guaran-
tee on parts and tubes (including the
picture tube) unlimited service for 90
days, and service as needed thereafter
at a flat rate of $5.75 per call in the
customer's home and $3.95 per call if
receiver is brought to Service Branch.
Prices for this contract start at $19.95.
Plan II: The standard contract cov-
ering installation, a year's unlimited
service and parts and tube protection
(including the picture tube) . . . all
at a "package" price starting at
$39..95.

The complete basic price list for in-
stallation and service follows:

TELEVISION
ONLY

PLAN I
With Milit-
ia Antenna

With standard
Outlaw Antenna

All 10" & 12%" $19.95 $39.95
All 16" 29.95 49.95
All 19" 39.95 59.95

PLAN II
TELEVISION With Built -
ONLY In Antenna

With Standard
Outdoor Antenna

All 10" & 12%" $39.95 $59.95
All 16" 49.95 69.95
All 19" 59.95 79.95

Sylvania's Output Commited
J. K. McDonough, General Sales

Manager of the Radio and Television
Division of Sylvania Electric Prod-
ucts Inc., announced that the entire
production of the 1951 line of Syl-
vania Television receivers had been
sold.

Wise Words By Philco's Service
Manager

"You may not feel it yet but there
is considerable pressure to organize
television service on a lawk,operator
basis. There is a (0814 that large
operators can p or ble man-
agers and th d bektvr job.
If this Ai g prevails there is the
distinct possibility that the days of
the small service dealer and especially
of theludividual serviceman workitig
for himself are limited.

"There are many people who be-
lieve that the television serviceman is
not a good business man. They say
that he cannot manage his money and
that he does not treat his customers
right. Other people claim that the
television serviceman is a poor tech-
nician. They say he is just a 'screw-
driver mechanic.'

"We know that this is not -true.- We
know that considering the rapid
growth of television and the small
amount of training provided by most
manufacturers, television servicemen
have been doing _a fine job. We know
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NEW PRODUCTS
VACO OFFERS SCREW -HOLDING
DRIVER

The Vaco Klipxon is a new screw driver
equipped with a sturdy, cleverly designed
screw holder in the form of a spring clip
which may be slid back up the shaft and out
of use. The Shank is square, made of forged

it is easy to secure a screw in the screw
driver bit for starting a screw in a recessed
hole, and equally easy to extract the screw.

Additional features are: handle is break -
proof, shock -proof, fire -safe Amberyl designed
to prevent hand soreness despite long periods
of use. The shank is square, made of forged
chrome Vanadium. Available in two different
bit diameters and in a variety of shaft lengths.

PORTABLE TV SERVICE LAB.
Oak Ridge Products offers new miniature

composite test laboratory. The unit consists of

models 101 substitution tester, 102 high voltage
meter, 103 signal generator, and 104 syncro-
sweep generator, all in one convenient carry-
ing case.

GROMMET & INSETTING TOOL
Announcement is made of a newly designed

metal formed grommet completely covered with

rubber. It is designed for insulating blanked
holes in metal to prevent cutting, chafing,
shorting and rattling of wires, cables, conduit,
tubing, etc. which pass through the holes. The
new grommet is called the Arco "Sta-Put"
series 3120 and is manufactured by Automotive
Rubber Company, Inc., 8601 Epworth Blvd.,
Detroit 4, Michigan.

The principal advantages of the "Sta-Put"
grommet are that it can be installed very
easily and that it holds in position at all times.
Regardless of the amount of motion or vibra-
tion in the part that passes through the hole
it will not loosen or pull out exposing the
sharp edges of the blanked metal. Installation
from the face of the hole is another feature.
An expanding hand tool made available by the
Company is used to roll and force the curled
prongs tight against the under -surface assur-
ing a positive secure fit.

Automotive Rubber Company will send upon
request prepared data sheets on present avail-
able sizes.

NEW 3 -WAY PORTABLE
A new portable three -speed phonograph in-

troduced by Webster -Chicago Corp. as the
Model 130 Fonograf, plays all speeds and sizes
of records manually.

The new unit features a high -quality ampli-
fier and a 4" x 6" speaker. It has a heavy -

flock turntable and a balanced tone arm for
perfect tracking of the records. These features
afford uniform frequency response. Webster -
Chicago reports the 130 Fonograf has the
most powerful motor ever used in a portable
manual phonograph. A single needle is adapted
to all speeds and types of records. The case
is burgundy simulated leather.

ATTACHABLE SHAFT FOR CONTROLS
Still another Pick -A -Shaft rounds out the

already wide choice of attachable shafts offered
by Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc., Dover, N. H. It
is the Type FKS-%" or finger-tip knurled and
screwdriver -slot Pick -A -Shaft that snaps on
to any Type AM or AT control. This type
shaf is especially popular with those controls
found at the rear of many TV sets and con-
trolling such fuctions as horizontal linearity,
horizontal and vertical size, horizontal and
vertical position, and vertical hold. Since ad-
justments rarely required, the knobs are dis-
pensed with. The knurled and screw -driver -slot

shaft proves mighty convenient. It is a short
shaft, protruding only 1/4" beyond the control
bushing. Being a Pick -A -Shaft with character-
istic keyed end, it slips into the selected AM
or AT control selected for electrical character-
istics. A light blow snaps this Pick -A -Shaft
rigidly and permanently on to the control.

Type FEE -1/4" is one of a wide variety of
Pick -A -Shaft types, and therefore included with
any AM or AT control that is purchased.
NEW RADIO INDOOR TV ANTENNA

Radio Corporation, North Milwaukee Ave.,
Chicago, Ill. introduces its latest indoor TV
antenna, the Model TA55 "Foto-Tenna." This

unit, a sleek brown leatherette photograph al-
bum, will provide superior reception in most
metropolitan localities. The unit is novel in
appearance. It is sold complete with 10 feet
of 300 -ohm lead-in.

MINIATURE METAL - CASED
TUBULARS

Extra -severe -service requirements in submin-
iature volume are met by the Type P123ZG
Aerolite capacitors announced by Aerovox
Corporation, New Bedford, Mass. The marked
size reduction is attained primarily by the

metallized -paper section which is Hyvol K or
M impregnated and placed in a non-magnetic
hermetically -sealed metal case with vitrified
ceramic terminal seals.

Type P123ZG Aerolites, are available in 200,
400 and 600 VDC, and capacitance values of
.0005 to 2.0 mfd. Dimensions range from .175"
dia. by 7/16" long, up to .670" dia. by 2-7/32"
long. These bare metal -can units may also be
had with plastic insulating sleeves, adding
.062" to the diameter and 1/16" to length.
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RADICALLY NEW

REVOLUTIONIZES TV AERIALS!
SELECTION

ELECTRONICALCI CONTROLLED

ELECTRONIC CONTROLS INCLUDED
 3 Combinations of Elements (3, 6 or 9)

 Each Combination Orients Electronically to
Desired Station

 Switch Selects Combination

SNYDER MFG. Ell.
ONTARIO RESEARCH CORP.

ANTENN-GINEERS®
PHILADELPHIA
Export: ROBURN AGENCIES, INC., N.Y.

YOu MAKE MORE MONEY WITH

ELECTRIC

POWErR

MOTORS OR

MOVING PARTS

ROOF
ADJUSTING

GHOSTS

00
o 00
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"I'llADE FLASHES
[from page 29]

also that they are constantly improv-
ing their service technique as well as
their business methods. So long as in-
dependent servicemen work to give
better service they will undoubtedly
dominate the television service field.

"The high quality of your television
service must be brought to the atten-
tion of the public by word and deed.
You should never pass up the oppor-
tunity to do a good job and by all
means don't hesitate to tell people of
your quality work and reasonable
prices. Independent service dealers
have the be it chance of being top man

in the television service industry.
Don't miss it !"
Taco Expands

Increases in demand for Taco an-
tennas and accessories have made it
necessary for Technical Appliance
Corporation, Sherburne, N.Y., to pro-
vide additional production space and
facilities.

Astatic's New Package
Latest innovation in the packaging

of phonograph pickup cartridges is
provided by The Astatic Corporation,
Conneaut, Ohio, by means of a rug-
ged, transparent plastic box. All
Astatic Cartridges now are delivered
in the new containers. The cartridge
can be seen clearly through the trans-

111

DI ELECTRIC CORPORATION

Constant research and development have made
each and every OXFORD SPEAKER the outstand-
ing unit of the industry. This is proved by the
fact that over 77 television and radio manu-
facturers have used millions (yes - millions) of
OXFORD SPEAKERS in the last 25 years.
The excellent engineering skill, fine sound re-
production, quality of components and durabil-
ity of design, are just a few of the many rea-
sons that make OXFORD SPEAKERS worthy of
your consideration.
Precision -built for every sound application with
the guarantee of unsurpassed performance, truly
make Oxford Speakers OUTSTANDING.
Write for your free copy of our new catalog to-
day-for the most complete speaker line avail-
able.
Leading jobbers carry OXFORD SPEAKERS
for TV, FM, AM, AUTO and PA.

3911 South Michigan Avenue Chicago 15, Illinois
EXPORT: ROBURN AGENCIES, NEW YORK CITY

parent plastic, and there is also an
identifying label at each end of the
box. The plastic, is thick and rigid,
which assures a container that won't
collapse, tear or gap open, keeping the
cartridge safer and cleaner. Visible
through the bottom is a list of the
cartridges which the one inside the
box replaces.

Electronic Umpire
This drawing illustrates the "elec-

tronic umpire," developed by the Gen-
eral Electric Company at Electronics
Park, Syracuse, N. Y., and recently
was used by the Brooklyn Dodgers
for their spring training at Vero
Beach, Fla. When a pitched ball passes

through the strike zone, the shaded
area here, its shadow is seen by three
electric eyes which look at the sky at
the angles shown. If the pitch is a
strike, the ball is seen by the eyes in
1-2-3 order and electric impulses are
created which light a "strike" indicat-
ing lamp. An inside or outside ball is
not seen at all and a high or low pitch
results in the ball being spotted in an
improper sequence, and the lamp does
not light, thereby indicating a "ball"
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was pitched. The strikes, as well as
the speed of the ball are registered on
the recording machine shown in the
inset.

CCC To Finance RCA Buyers

The RCA Victor Division of the
Radio Corporation of America an-
nounced today the completion of ar-
rangements under which the Commer-
cial Credit Company, national financ-
ing organization, will finance sales of
RCA Victor products from distribu-
tors to dealers, and will also under-
write time payment sales by dealers
to consumers.

Under the provisions of the financ-
ing plan, a dealer ordering RCA Vic-
tor merchandise from a distributor
may pay down as little as 10 percent
of the invoice price, plus freight. The
Commercial Credit Company will
then finance the remaining 90 per
cent for varying periods up to a max-
imum of six months.

The dealer will have possession of
the stock and may either warehouse it
or place it on display in his store.
With the sale of each of the instru-
ments to a consumer, the dealer sub-
scribing to this service will be re-
quired, before delivery of the set, to
pay the finance company the amount
due in cash, or with a retail time pay-
ment contract.

Automatic TV Antenna Rotator
Mr. John Bentia, sales manager of

the Alliance Manufacturing Com-
pany, Alliance, Ohio, has announced
the introduction of a new Model HIR
Alliance Tenna-Rotor which will be
ready for delivery by September first.

"Our latest model Tenna-Rotor is
fully automatic. The viewer simply
sets the pointer to any desired point
on the dial. The antenna then rotates
automatically to that point and stops.
Actually-you 'set it' and 'forget it"',
says Mr. Bentia. According to the
manufacturer, this is the only rotator
which requires no special installation
for antenna direction orientation. The
antenna is oriented from the control
case-that is, the antenna need not be
pointed at some specific direction
when the rotator is installed. A 'Mov-
ing Mystic Light' along the dial shows
the antenna position while rotating.
The pointer always indicates the final
antenna direction at all times. The
model continues to incorporate the
special 4 -conductor cable with "Zip"
feature. According to Mr. Bentia, in-
stallation time is faster and simpler.

The indicator dial may be optional-
ly marked for new channels at any
time-hence, is never out-of-date. As
new TV stations come into an area,

Alliance Model HIR

the owner recalibrates his rotator.
"Both mechanically and electrical-

ly, we believe Model HIR is the most
practical rotator unit on the market",
said Mr. Bentia. Sales and advertis-
ing plans for the coming fall and win-
ter seasons include a spot television
campaign directed to over five million
viewers around 60 TV stations.
Keller, to Organize New Group in
R. T. M. A.

At the annual meeting of the Am-
plifier and Sound Equipment Division
of the Radio and Television Manufac-
turers' Association (R.T.M.A.) Mr.
Keller, V.P. and Sales Mgr. of Anchor
Radio Corporation, manufacturers of

TV AND RADIO MEN
Asked Us To Build This Kit

a

P
1/4 Stub No. A 132

Heavy Duty Handle No. ZH 2

Medium Duty Handle No. ZH 1

6' Bit Extension No. ZX 56
1MM

1/4" Regular Bit No. ZB 45

3/16" Regular Bit No. ZB 34

Ve' Regular Bit No. ZB 24

"2 Phillips Bit No. ZP 24

.1 Phillips Bit No. ZP 14

'd" Hex Wrench No. ZS 6

1/4" Hex Wrench No. ZS 8

3
'/16' Hex Wrench No. ZS 10

',Au' Hex Wrench No. ZS 11

3/2' Hex Wrench No. ZS 12
r3s4sxmossmtnii...,

7/16' Hex Wrench No. ZS 14

1/2' Hex Wrench .149. ZS 16

's' Metal Tip Aligner No. AT 45

V32" Pocket Clip No. A 116-2

--
1 Phillips Thin Blade

No. PO 1 Medium Offset

1/4" Screw Holding No. OK 24

No. VO 2

th.sx-sans
Small Offset

No. VO 1
1/3' Insulated Blade No. VR 261

3A6' Screw Holding No. OK 38

16 Insulated Bade No. VR 381

Vs" x 10" Non-magnetic Adjuster No. VB 210

Fiber Television Aligner No. AT 510

Kit No. TV 27

27 Dcydeteat VACO Pieced
Steed 10 7eieveacia eutee Radio Weva./

Hundreds of radio and television men in all parts
of the business ... servicing, jobbing, produc-
tion ...told us what to put into this kit. It's made
to their specifications, not ours. And it's com-
plete right down to the extra pockets for your
favorite pliers.

That's why you'll want one, too! Here in a
single package is everything you need for faster
TV and radio work ... for saving valuable time
that means money in your pocket. Order yours,
today. Your trade price only $16.00

See your jobber, or
write for information

00r
11 I

PRODUCTS co.

317 E. Ontario Street
Chicago 11, III.

In Canada: Vaco-Lynn Products Co., Ltd.
1212 Notre Dame St., W., Montreal 3, (Due.
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3 NEW books
... containing more factual infor-
mation, more practical data . . .

more clearly presented than any-
where else. You can't afford to
be without them! Order NOW!

TV AND OTHER
RECEIVING ANTENNAS

(Theory and Practice)
by Arnold B. Bailey

An outstanding book that explains and teaches.Clear and thorough. It can be used as a dailywork reference. Complete coverage. All the latest
type receiving antennas. Present VHF and pro-
posed UHF frequencies. Learn how to select the
proper antenna. Avoid costly mistakes. Learn what
an antenna can and cannot do. 12 chapters bib-
liography and Index.

4.50Approximately 500 pages.

TV

INSTALLATION TECHNIQUES

by Samuel L. Marshall
A completely practical ''how to do it" book,
giving the answers to just about every TV antenna
installation problem. Transmission lines, receiver
adjustments and mechanical requirements whether
for short chimney -attached mast or 80 -ft. tower,
Including foundation. This book means more
profitable installations-fewer return calls-
faster installations-dollars in your pocket! Ay-
hrox. 300 pages, 262 illustrations.

x 51/2", Cloth Bound. $3.60

ENCYCLOPEDIA ON

Cathode -Ray Oscilloscopes

AND THEIR USES
by Rider and Uslan

This is undoubtedly the greatest and most com-
plete reference book ever written on the cathode-
ray tube. It is a practical encyclopedia which
teaches how to use an oscilloscope, and how to
get the moot out of the device you now own. It
assures your money', worth from your scope. It
helps you select the proper equipment. The book
begins with basic theory of cathode-ray tub,.
e peration and proceeds through application in
scopes and TV receivers . . . with full and cleat
explanations for uses In every field and research
activity which employes a cathode-ray oselllograph.
All scopes produced and sold during the last 10
years, more than '70 different models, are de-
scribed completely-with schematic wiring dia-
grams. Almost 500,000 words and about 3000
Illustrations are incorporated in more than 960
pages. Invaluable for engineers, servicemen, teach-
ers, students, Armed Forces, radio amateurs, re-
search laboratories, etc.
22 chapters. 81/-a" x 11". $9.00

JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC.
480 Canal Street, New York 13, N. Y.

I MAIL THIS COUPON! FAST DELIVERY!

I We pay postage if you remit with order.
Slight postage charge on C.O.D.'s.

I JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC.
480 Canal Street New York 13, N. Y.

111 Please send me the following RIDER books :
I 0 TV and Other Receiving

Antennas (Sept.)

(August)
O Encyclopedia on Cathode -RELY

Oscilloscopes (August)..
Total

I

$4.50
O TV Installation Techniques

3.60

9.00

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE

I 0 Check Enclosed  Money -Order
 Enclosed 0 Send C.O.D. (3) I

Ernest Keller

Quality TV Boosters, was appointed
Chairman of the TV Booster Com-
mittee. He believes that under the
guidance of R.T.M.A. that TV Acces-
sories such as a Booster, aside from
being a profitable item in itself, will
play a vital part in extending TV
sales to untapped markets. Television
and Sound Manufacturers, TV job-
bers, retail and service men interested
in the above program are encouraged
to send comments and further sugges-
tions concerning this program to Box
B, Room 700, 37 W. Van Buren St.,
Chicago 5, Illinois.
New TV Aerial System

Announcement of the new "Select-
A -Beam" TV Aerial system has been
made by Snyder Manufacturing Com-
pany through Dick Morris, sales-
managgr of the Philadelphia televi-
sion and radio accessory firm.

As described by Mr. Morris, the
Snyder "Select -A -Beam," given the
code number TX -50, is a revolution-
ary new aerial system. Beam selec-
tions are electronically controlled and
no motors, moving parts or electric

Dick Morris

power are required, while roof adjust-
ing and ghosts are eliminated.

Three combinations of elements are
possible, with each combination ori-
enting electronically to the desired

broadcasting station by means of a
selector switch.

The first showing of the Snyder
"Select -A -Beam" will be made at the
NEDA Convention being held at
Cleveland, August 27 to 31.

Decca To Make 45 RPM Records
It was announced July 10th that

Decca and its subsidiaries, Coral and
Brunswick, will add 45 RPM un-
breakable vinylite recordings to their
present line of 33-1/3 Long Play and
78 RPM records. The initial Decca
45 RPM release to dealers, consisting
of a minimum of 50 famous albums
and numerous standard single records
by Bing Crosby, Guy Lombardo, the
Andrews Sisters, Fred Waring and
other national favorites, will be made
on August 15.

"All new Decca single records will
now be recorded in both 45 and 78
RPM speeds," Mr. Rackmil said. "In
addition, we will make available on
45 RPM records, as soon as conver-
sion can take place, a quantity of out-
standing single recordings and al-
bums from Decca's extensive catalog."

Doyle Resigns From Alliance
Mr. R. A. (Buss) Doyle, who has

been associated with Alliance Manu-
facturing Co. since its inception 25
years ago and president of the firm
since 1946, has resigrked from that of-
fice. Mr. Doyle continues as a stock-
holder and director of Alliance but
otherwise his future busin,ess plans
cannot be divulged at this time but
will be very soon.

INVENTORY
CONTROL

[from page 28]

more during the intervening period,
and you used the stipulated number
shown, then you must have on hand
the difference. Or, if you'd rather
check your inventory on the shelves,
say once a week or month, you can do
this and then by deducting the quan-
tity from the figure shown as "In-
ventory Control" you'll know imme-
diately how many units must be or-
dered to make up the difference. It's
templated carrying 20 type 27 tubes
infallible.

Referring to Fig. 1 again let's use
a hypothetical case where the shop
owner sees at a glance that he con -
in stock. When he made up the in-
ventory he had 31 in stock. For sev-
eral months he ordered no replace-
ments, and then he only had to order
2 or 1 a month. This brings to light
the fact that the dealer should only
stock about 4 or 5 type 27's and not
20. On the other hand, and in the
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"The Professional Radioman's Magazine"-

published monthly. All articles are exclusive

and timely. Practically every issue is worth

what en entire I year subscription costs.

Subscribe to "RSD"
Form A Group,

Service Dealers

SAVE Up to $1.00 each.

* The more in a group the bigger the savings.
6 men in a group save $1.00 each; 4 men groups
save $ .75 per man. Present "RSD" subscribers

may participate in or form a group with co-
workers, or even competitors. Still active sub-
scriptions are automatically extended I year.

Start a Group today! The timely and exclusive
technical data appearing in future issues of

"RSD" will make this the best investment you
ever made. The special Group Rate offer may
be withdrawn at any time-so hurry.

Use This Coupon For Convenience
(The coupon below can be used for from I to 6 subscription orders. Use it today!)

RADIO SERVICE -DEALER MAGAZINE In U.S.A. Foreign

342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. & Canada Rates

One 1 -year subscription $2.00 $3.00

Please enter I year subscription orders for the names Two 1 -year subscriptions, each 1.75 2.75

given below. Our remittance is enclosed.

NOTE: If you do not wish to tsar this order blank out, just print or
type the information on a single sheet of paper, following the style
given. Each subscriber's occupation must be clearly described.

C) Three 1 -year subscriptions,
 Four I -year subscriptions,
7 Five I -year subscriptions,
 Six I -year subscriptions,

1.50
1.25
1.10
1.00

2.50
2.25
2.00
1.50

Name
Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

Name
Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

Name
Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether  New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

Name.

Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether  New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

Name
Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business..........

State whether  New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

Name
Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 
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Patent Pending

SUPPLIES Ito 12.5 AMPS. 6 VOLTS CONTINUOUS DUTY

3 to 9 Volts at Other Ratings

ONLY $32.40 NET

Demonstrate and Test from AC Lines . . . Radios Relays
'Phone Circuits Instruments  Other Low Voltage Devices
New Model "BJ" Junior Filtered Power Supply utilizes same exclusive appli-
cation of selenium rectifiers used in the famous Model "B." This application,
using conduction cooling, doubles the rectifier power rating, dissipates over
3 times the heat and provides lower cost per ampere output over other
types. Supplies ample power, with a peak instantaneous current rating of
25 amperes (from standhid 50/60 cycle 115 volt source). Heavy duty com-
ponents withstand high over -loads. AC ripple less than 0.4 volts at 6 volts
DC 8 amperes.

Unmatched Double Value - Lowest Price, Recognized Top Quality
Voltmeter 0-10 volts 5% accuracy. 8 Heavy-duty power'fap adjustments.
Ammeter 0-20 amperes 5% accuracy. 2000 Mfd. filter condenser.
Heavy-duty selenium rectifiers, trans- Readily accessible fuse.

former and choke. Steel cabinet, blue hammerloid finish.

Send for New Folder on Complete Line of Battery Eliminators

Pioneer Manufacturers of Battery Eliminators

ELECTRO PRODUCTS LABORATORIES, Inc. 4495-BJ Raveoswood Ave., Chicago 40,

HI -V
TUBULARS

 The ever -popular
Aerovox Type 84
paper tubulars are
now available in
85°C extended -volt-
age ratings - 2500, 3500, 5000,
7500, 10,000 and 15,000 V.D.C.W.
From .0001 to .15 mfd. Measur-
ing 3/s" dia. by 11/2" long for
smallest, to 1A" by 3" long for
largest.

Oil impregnated. Wax filled.
Sturdy insulating tube. Sealed
ends. Bare pigtail leads that

CAPACITORS

MB ME NI I= ill III

won't pull out. And dependable!

See *oun 5oefAe4
Insist on Aerovox HI -V tubulars
for initial equipment or replace-
ments in TV sets, oscillographs,
transmitters, etc. Ask your local
jobber for the new Aerovox
Catalog.

 VIBRATORS TEST INSTRUMENTS

761'
eat h- elowegsAEROVOX CORPORATION. NEW BEDFORD, MASS., U. S. A.  Sales 01fices In All Principal ewes

Export: 41 142o0 5L. New Yolk II, N. Y  Cable. AEROCAP. N. Y In Canada AEROYDX CANADA ETD_ Namitten. Get

same way, such an inventory control
showitYthat the type 6A3 tubes are
selling very well and that it would be
practical for the dealer to stock 40
of them regularly instead-of 30, and
in like manner as 7A4's a relativery
slow -mover he should cut his inven-
tory on that type down to about 15
instead of 40. The system tells you
when you are overstocked or running
short of an item. It tells you what
items are fast, and what are slow
movers. If under "Inventory Control"
you figured on stocking 40 units of
an item and then find you have only
reordered 1 or 2 suck units once a
month, the record automatically tells
you that this is a slow -moving item
and as such you should only try to
keep 5-not 40-such items in stock,
to eliminate tying up money in slow -
moving stock. It tells you at a glance
how your money is invested and if it
is invested wisely or foolishly. For
example, one Service Dealer we know
started to maintain an inventory con-
trol system like the Cycle but then
for some time he didn't keep it up
to date, as he was "very busy handling
jobs", to quote him. Business seemed
to be thriving, and he was doing a
large volume of TV installation work.
Consequently he was continually
ordering several models of a certain
brand of TV antenna, feeling his
orders were in line with the number
of installations his shop was handling.
Then one day to his utter amazement,
this Service Dealer discovered that
he was completely overloaded with a
certain- type of dipole antenna. In
fact he had several hundred dollars
tied up in them, and sad to relate,
his sales records, when he finally got
around to studying them, showed
that he hadn't used such a dipole for
any TV installation in over three
months. Still sadder was the fact that
this particular type of dipole had
become obsolete, and even at this
writing the Service Dealer referred
to is carrying them on his books and
in his stock, where they are using up
valuable space, and where they will
in time become nothing more than an
absolute loss. A running inventory
control would have eliminated this
it couldn't happen.

In like manner we could cite how
a certain parts jobber who does not
maintain a suitable inventory control
method has gotten into serious diffi-
culty and the bad grace of many of
his customers, all local Service Dealers
and Service Organizations. This par-
ticular jobber is located in a so-called
"fringe area", about 160 miles from
three TV stations. When TV first
made itself felt in his territory, as an
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accommodation, this jobber ordered
two boosters from a well-known manu-
facturer. One was for his display win-
dow, and the other for demonstration
and sale. (To make a TV set work
in that section requires the use of a
booster). So, as time went on, this
jobber sold boosters, in ever increas-
ing quantity, gradually getting his
sales volume up to around 10 units
per week. But the way this over-
cautious jobber worked created havoc
amongst his Service Dealer customers.
He, the jobber, was always out of stock
of boosters and his customers always
had to wait for him to get in a supply
to fill their orders. Consequently, in
time, upwards of twenty Service
Dealers were all waiting for their
boosters, and of course that meant
that sixty or seventy TV set owners
were waiting for their Service Dealers
to get their sets into operation. Com-
plaints about the delays were getting
worse and worse by the hour, arid it
ally stemmed from the jobber's lack
of foresight, which he would have
gotten from inventory sales records,
if he kept them, that he should have
reordered those boosters in double or
even larger volume than he was during
the period in question. The upshot
of the whole thing is this, another
Service Dealer located about 50 miles
away from that particular town heard
about the "booster shortage and riled
up a group of TV set owners who
weren't getting service" so without
ado this opportunist "moved in", ran
a big newspaper advertisement guar-
anteeing 24 hour installation, etc.,
and believe it or not obtained as a
result the orders from about half the
people who were already waiting for
service from their own local Service
Dealer. The latter bunch got cancella-
tions of orders and now, as you can
readily understand, the jobber in ques-
tion is really in the "dog -house". In
fact, he is being boycotted and the
Service Dealers are buying their parts
from other jobbers situated many
miles away. (The jobber referred to
is just about ready to fold up).

As stated before, the initial cost of
installing the Cycle Control Inventory
method is nominal. A shop having up
to 5 thousand items on hand could
install all the necessary forms, except
for the binders, for about $6.00. As
the Cycle system is covered by Copy-
right we can not disclose all of its
workings, but they are covered by the
instructions that come with each set
of sheets. However, in concise form
we can outline what the general pro-
cedure is once you have the required
Forms: list all the facts on each sheet
in the space provided (such as Mfg's.

When a customer buys an ex-
pensive TV set it's only natural
for him to demand the best in
reception. You can help make
sure he gets it, too, when you
install a PHOENIX Antenna
for him. Phoenix SUPER GAIN
Antennas bring in a signal that's
as strong and clear as a church
bell on a moonlight night in
January. Sound engineering
and craftsmanship pays off!
Phoenix antennas are made
to satisfy your customers.
They're doing it now
in thousands of homes all
over the country. Install
1311()I I\!

AT LEADING JOBBERS

FIVE PHOENIX FEATURES
1. Super Gain
2. 1 Call Installation
3. 30 Second Assembly
4. The RIg That's Rugged.
5. The Quality line That's

PRICED RIGHT.

All types - all sizes, com-
plete with all hardware-
less most.

LAWRENCE. MASS.

wkite
FOR FOLDER B
containing com-
plete Ilne of tele-
vbI

ad442014 IN LINE

GUARDIAN CENTERING MAGNETS and

FOCUS COILS Insure Better Positioning
of the Pattern in Popular TV Sets ...

GUARDIAN CENTERING MAGNETS
The Guardian Centering Magnet com-
pensates magnetically for any misalign-
ment of the electronic beam of the focus
coil assembly. Eliminates manual adjust-
ment of the raster.

GUARDIAN FOCUS COILS
Over a million Focus Coils have rolled
off Guardian's production lines into TV
sets of leading manufacturers.With more
than 75 types established as Guardian
standard, speedy delivery to meet to-
day's replacement needs is a matter of
routine. Write.

GUARDIAN ELECTRIC
I606 -J W. WALNUT STREET CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS

A COMPLETE LIME OF RELAYS SERVING AMERICAN 11100STRY
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Name, Jobber's name, address, etc.,
type of item, number on hard, num-
ber on order, etc.), and then from the
daily routine records you maintain,
fill in what sales each item had
during the period in question. Nat-
urally you aren't expected to set up
this entire inventory control system
in an hour or a day. Working at it a
few minutes daily, the average Service
Dealer can get his complete inventory
control records established within a
matter of a few days at most. Then
the secret is to keep the inventory
control system working for you, as it
will, if you keep feeding it the data
it needs, say in half an hour's time
every Friday, or Tuesday, as you
choose.

It's NEW
... and it's NEWS!

VARIVOLT MASTER
Model N-202 Voltage Adjusting
Isolation Transformer

A new, larger capacity transformer
that provides positive control of your
voltage fluctuations-better than
ever, and safer because it isolates you
from your work. Raises voltage or
lowers it-in 1% volt steps-high for
locating weak points, low for testing
under minimum conditions. Handles
the smallest or largest servicing job,
even up to 20' TV Combinations!

Rated capacity at 117 volt output
is 500 watts. A marvel of efficiency,
Varivolt Master weighs 21 lbs. yet re-
quires less than a square foot of bench
space. Steel runners permit easy
movement, and slant the instrument
for accurate reading. See your Job-
ber Today!

Write for Catalogue
Today

It's free. The Halldor-
son line of Vacuum
Sealed Transformers
is tops for quality-
one of the widest lines
in the industry. You're
up-to-date with a Hall-
dorson Catalogue. The
Halldorson Company,
4500 N. Ravenswood,
Chicago 40, Illinois.

HALLDORSON

1ruw7.-et to

Halldorson
1% SQ wed re2srdre

The instructions* sent with the
Cycle Inventory Control system do
not give you an alphabetical resume
of what items you are to list, for that
is asking the impossible. But as the
pages are loose-leaf, the inventory
recorder or installer can simply record
his inventory of one segment of his
shop at a time, and then even into
the service bench and store rooms,
with the result that eventually every-
thing will be covered. And in passing,
it might be worth mentioning that
many radio manufacturers might do
well to look into this or any similar
inventory system, and having ascer-
tained its merits, possibly make the
system available to the buyers of their
products in the form of a premium,
or purely in an altruistic manner, as
an aid to small businessmen who ob-
viously require such business aids to
make them more businesslike in their
operations.

*Instructions are supplied by Elliot Electronics,
Inc., Tucson, Aria.

HORIZONTAL

AFC

[from page 22]

the oscillator frequency. The voltage
across R6 can therefore be considered
as the error voltage.

The 6AL5 double diode is not con-
nected as a discriminator as in the
Synchrolock circuit. At point A in
Fig. 5, a positive synchronizing pulse
is applied as shown in Fig. 7, while
at B another pulse, of the same ampli-
tude and shape but of opposite polar-
ity appears. This is achieved by in-
serting equal resistances (R1 and R3)
in the plate and cathode of the 6SN7
synch pulse amplifier. The positive
synch pulse goes to a diode plate and
the negative pulse to a cathode of the
6AL5. At the junction of R4 and R5
no voltage exists because the two
pulses balance each other out. At
point C in Fig. 5, a sawtooth voltage
is applied which is obtained from the
horizontal output transformer and,
after passing through R14, C12, it ap-
pears as shown in Fig. 8. If the zero
or center value of this sawtooth vol-
tage coincides with the arrival of the
synch pulses at the opposite plate or
cathode, the 6AL5 cannot conduct.
As plate A goes positive its cathode
is at the same level as the plate of
the B diode section. The current
passed by both diode sections is there-

fore equal and of opposite polarity
and at the junction of R4 and R5 no
error voltage is produced. If the oscil-
lator runs either faster or slower,
point C will not be at zero when the
synch pulses arrive at A and B, caus-
ing either diode to pass more current
and setting up either a positive or a
negative error voltage across R6.

Here is an example of the operation
of the phase detector. Assume the
oscillator runs slightly faster than the
incoming synch pulses. This causes
the top of the feedback voltage shown
in Fig. 8, to appear at point C at the
instant when the synch pulses appear
at A and B. The cathode associated
with plate A will become more posi-
tive, causing less current to flow

AIR KING

Pioneer TV and

Radio Manufacturer

Corcliati, redo

their 21i3triutori

attending the

NEDA

CONVENTION

AIR KING
PRODUCTS CO., INC.

170 -53rd St. Brooklyn 32, N. Y.
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through this diode section. The plate
associated with cathode B will also
become more positive but in this diode
section it will cause more current to

Figure 8

flow because here the voltage between
plate and cathode is increased. The
result of the two different diode cur-
rents will be an unbalance at the junc-
tion of R4 and RS. A voltage will
therefore appear across R6 of such
polarity that it will change the oscil-
lator frequency back to the proper
synch pulse speed.

It should be understood that the
phase detector system of AFC can op-
erate only when the natural frequen-
cy of the horizontal oscillator is very
close to the synch pulse frequency. If
the peak of the feedback voltage
shown in Fig. 8, appears at point C
at an instant when no synch pulse is
present at A and B, the circuit can-
not produce the proper error voltage.
This is one of the reasons why the
adjustment of the horizontal oscillator
coil is so critical and why the range
of the hold control is not as broad as
in the Synchrolock circuit.

The adjustment of the phase de-
tector type of AFC is not complicated,
but for good performance it should
be done very carefully and checked
thoroughly. First the slug of the oscil-
lator coil is adjusted for lock -in at
the center position of the hold con-
trol potentiometer. Next 010, the hori-
zontal drive trimmer is adjusted for
picture width, brightness and linear-
ity. Since this trimmer controls the
shape of the sawtooth voltage on the
grid of the output tube, it also deter-
mines the high voltage and thereby
the brightness of the picture. If too
little capacity is used in C.10 the pic-
ture will have a bright vertical bar,
often called the overdrive bar. Tight-
ening down C./0 will invariably elim-
inate it and one good way to set this
control is to let the overdrive bar
appear and then screw the trimmer
down until the overdrive bar disap-
pears. The adjustment of 010 usually
affects the frequency of the oscillator
somewhat and it may be necessary to
reset the slug of the oscillator coil
once more. Check the setting of this

Insure BETTER Television Service to Your
Customers' eadiv D&Eqn,

HIGH VOLTAGE AND
ELECTROLYTIC TUBULAR

TELEVISION
CAPACITORS

Especially Engineered for Television Circuits by
INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER CORP.

The economical quality line for replacement. Industrial Condenser Corp.,
manufacturers of Capacitors exclusively brings you highest quoin, for
the particular requirements of Television at exceptionally attractive
prices) Special Capacitors are Pyroteen impregnated for low power
factor, high insulation resistance, high operating temperatures. 011,
Pyroteen, Wax and Electrolytic Capacitors. Finest materials throughout.

Ask Your Jobber for our Attractive Prices Today!
Or write for Bulletin 1095. Industrial makes quality Capacitors for
Television. Radio, every electronic and industrial application-all types.

Send for Complete Catalog

INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER CORP.
3243 N. CALIFORNIA AVENUE CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS

Sales offices in all principal cities.

Modern plant built by Industrial con-
denser Corp., for manufacture of
Capacitors Only.

BACK NUMBERS of "RTSD"
Order them tutu - die supply is low.

DECEMBER 1948
Checking Video & Synch Waveforms by

CRO. Part I.
Magnetic Recording
Projection Television, Part 2

JANUARY 1949
Checking Video & Synch Waveforms by

CRO. Part 2.
Feedback & Phase Inversion
Tuned Filters

FEBRUARY 1949
Test Equip. Symposium Issue:

CROs - VTVMs - Sq. Wave Generators -
Markers - Multimeters - Kilovolters -

High Voltage Probes, etc.

MARCH 1949
Tube Testers Chart
Volt-Ohm-Millie meters
TV Kilovoltmeter
Signal Generators

JUNE 1949
Direct View Enlarging Lens
Modern Tape Recorders, Part 2
Custom Building High Fidelity Circuits,

Part 2

JULY 1949
Picture Tube High Voltage Systems
High Quality Tuner Analysis
Amateur TV Interference

SEPTEMBER 1949
Legality of TV "Policies" Clarified
A Klystron TV Sweep Generator
High Quality Analysis Series, Part I

"Aspen" - Philco's Built-in TV Antenna
OCTOBER 1949
P.A. Techniques for the Coming Elections
The Kay Megaliner
Servicing Photo -Electric Equipment, Part I

Sixteen Inch TV Conversion Kit

NOVEMBER 1949
The 'Scope as a Modern Service Tool
A Wide -Range Impedance Bridge
Tone Controls
A New Aid to Rapid Servicing
High Quality Analysis Series, Part 2

DECEMBER 1949
Servicing Sound I -F Stages in TV&FM Sets
Modern Electronic VOM
Servicing Photo -Electric Equipment, Part 2
TV Truck Solves Installation Problems

im iM MI =I

RADIO -TELEVISION SERVICE DEALER
342 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Please send me the back numbers
checked here . . .

The price is 35c for each copy
unless 10 or more are ordered. If
10 or more are ordered the price is
25c. each CODY.

Dec. 1948

Jan. 1949

 Feb. 1949

March 1949  Oct. 1949
June 1949  Nov. 1949

 July 1949
Sept. 1949  Dec. 1949

I remit herewith $ for the copies ordered at c. each.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE
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SHOOTS TROUBLE
FASTER!

PRICE
$9.95 at
Distribu-
tor or
postpaid,direct
No COD's
please.
Ohioan's
add 3%
State
Sales Tax

Signaletie

L

MAKES MORE MONEY
FOR YOU ON JOB OR
AT SERVICE BENCH!

4i

MULTI -FREQUENCY GENERATOR

In radio service work, time means money. La -
eats trouble faster, handle a m vel
ems of work with the SIGNALETTE. As a
trouble sheeting tool, SIGNALETTE has no
equal. Merely plug In any 110 V. AC -DC
RIM, start at speaker end of circuit and trace
back, stage by stage, listening in set's speaker.
Generates RF, IF and AUDIO Frequencies,
2500 cycles to 20 Megacycles. Also used far
cheeks on Sensitivity, Gain, Peaking, Shield-
ing, Tubs testing. Wt. 13 or. Fits pocket
or tool kit. Satisfaction, or money back! See
at your diet. or order direct.

CLIPPARD INSTRUMENT
LABORATORY, INC.
Dept. F, 1125 Bank Street

Cincinnati 14, Ohio
Qualified Jobbers write, wire for details.

PeeVee
the mighty mite with
a PROFITABLE future

ACTUAL SIZE
71/2 IN.

Yes sir! PeeWee in your kit
means saved time-extra profits.
A full 35 watts, with 3/16" tip,
the Drake PeeWee is chrome
plated - has baffle plates to
keep handle cool, Order from
your distributor now.

DRAKE ELECTRIC WORKS, INC.
3656 LINCOLN AVE. CHICAGO 13

slug on the weakest as well as the
strongest station and be sure it locks
in under all conditions. It will be
found that even a quarter turn of the
tuning slug can effect the lock -in on
weak signals.

The most frequent defect in the
phase detector type of AFC system
will be tube failure. If a defective
component is found it may have to
be replaced by an exact duplicate. The
most critical item is the oscillator
condenser C6 which is usually a 3900
Ailf silver mica condenser. This con-
denser should be silver mica to pre-
vent a capacity change with heat and
excessive oscillator drift. R4 and R5
are not critical individually, but for
best operation they should be almost
identical in value. If both are 5 or
10% tolerance resistors from the same
manufacturer that is usually suffi-
cient. R6, R7 and C4 and C5 are used
to filter out the error voltage and need
not be held to very close tolerances.
R8 and R10 should both be at least
10% resistors and R10 is usually the 1
watt size.

The operation of the phase detector
circuit is quite satisfactory as long
as the proper components are used
and the adjustments are made care-
fully and thoroughly.

[To Be Continued]
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Having trouble deciphering the color
coding on tubular molded capacitors in new
TV and Radio sets? There's no need to con-
sult complicated wall charts or tables!

The Sprague Capacitor Indicator gives you
the needed data in a jiffy. Just flick the dials
to the color bands and read the capacitance,
tolerance, and voltage directly.

This slick plastic service help fits your
pocket. Always on hand, it saves time and
avoids mistakes ... and it's only 15c. Ask for
one at your Sprague distributor today!

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY
Distributors' Division of the Sprague Electric Co.

NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

JOB CONDITIONED!
ABLE, ALERT MEN-
READY FOR WORK!

Thoroughly trained in TV Installation and
Service by UNIVERSAL TV SCHOOL
(Est. 1938), Pioneer TV Training School.
Screened men, willing to work and eager
to demonstrate their skill. Expertly guided
on modern TV test equipment, these men
have completed 9 months intensive train-
ing and are fully groomed for industry.
When in need of TV installation or bench
man please contact us. This service is
FREE. Write or wire

UNIVERSAL TELEVISION SYSTEM
Wirthman Bldg. Kansas City 3, Mo.

G. I. APPROVED

HAVE YOU A JOB FOR
A TRAINED TECHNICIAN?
We have a number of alert young men who
have completed intensive training in Radio
and Television Repairing. They learned
their trades thoroughly by working on
actual equipment under personal, expert
supervision. If you need a trained man,
we invite you to write for an outline of
our course, and for a prospectus of the
graduate. No fees, of course. Address:

Placement Manager, Dept. P105.8
COMMERCIAL TRADES INSTITUTE
1400 Greenleaf Chicago 24

TECHNICIANS AVAILABLE
Carefully selected group of trained men, grad-

uates of reliable and well established trade seMei
now available to fill positions In the Radii, or
Refrigeration field. Willing to travel anywhere.
Why not fill that vacancy with an efficient and
reliable man. Write Eastern Technical Scheel,
888 Purchase Street, New Bedford, Mass.

$1.00 to $5.00 PAID
for "SHOP NOTES"

Write up any "kinks" or "tricks -of -
the -trade" in radio servicing that you
have discovered. We will pay from $1
to $5 for such previously unpublished
"SHOP NOTES" found acceptable.
Send your data to "Shop Notes Editor,"
RADIO SERVICE DEALER, 342 Madison
Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Unused manu-
scripts cannot be returned unless accom-
panied by stamped and addressed re-
turn envelope.
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REGENCY FEATURES:

 Single -knob tuning control.
 Op -on switch controls the TV set.
 Easy installaton. TV set plugs into

the booster-booster plugs into wall
outlet!

 The use of Contra -Wound Bifilar
Coils with push-pull triode desigr
gives a balanced circuit.

 Electrical symmetry makes possible
balanced -bridge neutralization
which insures stability and elim -
notes self -oscillations.

 Nc external impedance matching
devices requ red.

REGENCY FEATURES:

 A handsome p astic cabinet design
in mahogany cr blonde; created to
please the nest discriminating inte-
rior decorator.

 W de bandwidth assures equal en-
joyment of both video and audio
on all 12 channels.

 Underwriters' ,---JL"'", Approved.

Division, I. D. E. A., MC.

SS N. New loner SC. Indianopelk 4. 11^4,.^.



RCA for, u kas4 /".24
... with dependability

Each standard by which you judge a
tube in service is considered in estab-
lishing the design requirements of RCA
tubes. Dependable performance of de-
flection circuits starts with dependable
tubes. For example.

RCA -designed driver tubes, such as
the 6SN7-GT and 12AU7-as well as
the RCA-6K6-GT and RCA-6AQ5 ver-
tical -deflection tubes-are exception-
ally low in microphonics. They are
built for dependable performance.

RCA -designed horizontal deflection
tubes, such as the 6BG6-G, easily with-
stand peak plate voltages of 5000 volts,
and as readily meet peak emission de-
mands on the cathode. They, too, are
built for dependable performance.

For these reasons, RCA tubes offer
dependability beyond the average. With
fewer service failures and fewer costly
call-backs, there is, then, an additional
hidden profit in every RCA tube and
kinescope you sell.

Always keep in touch with your RCA Tube Distributor

enli RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
irsok IILECTRON TUSES NARRISON, N. A


